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11 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Followinga desk study (U land Land Use (DGR 483 10))
carried out by the Instituteof TerrestrialEcology (ITE)
under contract to the Departmentof the Environment (DOE),
DOE togetherwith the CountrysideCommission (CC) conclu-
ded that they requiredmore knowledge of upland landscapes,
their vegetation,and the factorswhich influencethem.
CC commissionedfrom consultantsthe U land Landsca e
Study (ULS), concentratingon landscapecharacteristics
and the influenceon them of present and anticipatedfarm-
ing types and methods. As a parallel study DOE has
separatelycontractedITE to carry out an ecological
investigationof vegetationand its controllingfactors in
the upland areas chosen for ULS.
1.2
1.2.1 The objectivesof this ITE contract,planned as a three-
year study, are as given below, quoted from the draft con-
tract document issued by DOE on 14.12.77:
DEPARTMENTOF THE ENVIRONMENT/DGR/483/23:
SCHEDULE 1 - PROGRAMMEOF RESEARCH
GENERAL OBJECTIVE
1. To identify the rate and directionof vegetation
change in Upland Landscapesand the relative influencesof
the main environmentaland management factors; the study
would be based on the (12) parishes selected for the
CountrysideCommission'sUpland LandscapesStudy.
SpecificObjectives
To identifyand describe briefly the main vegetation
categories (vegetationtypes and where appropriate
their most importantcommunities)in the parishes
covered by the study.
To characterisethe environmentalfactors affecting
vegetation (namelyphysiography,geology, climate and
soil) within and between.theselected parishes.
To analyse the degree to which the parishes'ecologi-
cal characteristicsare representativeof the Upland
regions within which they occur and of the Upland
regions of England and Wales as a whole; this wouldinclude identifyingtypes of environmentalconditions
and plant communitiesof landscapesignificanceinthe Uplands of England and Wales which are not
representedin the selected parishes.
a.- To reconstruct(to the essentialminimum) fromhistoricalrecords the pattern of land use and
management in relation to vegetationchange;
b. On the basis of these reconstructions,toidentifyand if necessaryexplain any relationshipsbetween the age of individualvegetationcategories
and their present-dayvegetationcharacteristics,andto infer the successionof vegetationin areas of
change.
To relate the pattern of vegetationand land use(past and present) to the environmentalfactors in
order to determinewhich combinationsexert the majorinfluences.
To identifyand describe briefly alternativeprac-tices for the managementof the main vegetation
categories.
Having identifiedthese alternatives,to produce a
series of maps of future vegetation,under given
environmentalconditionsand known time spans,indicatingthe likely vegetationpattern resulting
'from each managementpractice.
1.2.2 Although the contract documentwas designed to cover a
three-yearstudy, the initial contract is for one year to
•carryout part of the programmeand submit an interim
report at a date nine months into the one-year contract
period. This "generalinterim report of about 50 pages",
to includeproposals for work in the remainderof the
envisagedthree years, as now submitted,is intendedto
form a basis for decision by DOE on the continuationof
support in this field after 30 June 1978.
1.3
1.3.1 Work carried out by ITE between July 1977 and March 1978
has involveddata collectionand initialanalysis for six
of the twelve designatedparish areas, to conform with the
ULS timetable. These areas are: Bransdale,North York-
shire; Shap Rural and Shap, Cumbria; Heptonstall,West
Yorkshire; Glascwm, Powys; YstradgynlaisHigher and
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Glyntawe,Powys; Widecombe in the Moor and Buckland in
the Moor, Devon.
1.3.2 The approach adopted involves,initially,three lines of
investigation.
Analysis of the physical characteristicsof the land
to define the environmentalfactors influencing
vegetationand land use and to allow comparisonsof
sites within and between parishes (Chapter 2).
Characterisationof the current vegetationas a basis
for assessmentof past and future change and for
correlationwith environmentand land use history
(Chapter3).
Analysis of land use history up to 1945 to identify
sites with known change in management. When corre-
lated with vegetation,this can provide assessmentof
rate and directionof vegetationchange (Chapter4).
	
1.4 In fulfilmentof the requirementthat ITE should supply
data to ULS, rrEhave provided base key-maps and computer
print-outsof map-derivedland attributedata for 0.5 km x
0.5 km grid square units covering the study areas;
summariesof land characteristicsfor the six parish areas;
locationsof the vegetationsampling points and classifica-
tions of the vegetationtypes recorded at these points;
and maps of land usq plus text material, drawn from the
historicalstudies.
	
1.5 Possible approachesto the study of upland vegetationand
rates and trends of change were limited because ITE has
been required to work in specifiedareas, with a timetable
for their study controlledby the requirementsof ULS.
Because of this timetable,data were required immediately
for half of the twelve nominatedparish areas. The con-
tract has run only eight months at the time this report
was prepared so that interpretationhas necessarilynot
been able to be completed. It is desirable thereforeto
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be clear what this interim report is intendedto do. The
purpose is to outline for the Review Committee the approach
adopted and to give examples of presentationand interpreta-
tion drawn from the work carried out. It is not a compre-
hensive presentationof all the data obtained nor can it yet
be a full analysis and interpretationof the relationships
between the separate lines of informationand the separate
data to come from ULS.
2 LAND CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Physiographicand topographiccharacteristicshave been
determined,from 1:25,000OS maps, as quantitativemeasures
for the networks of 0.5 km x 0.5 km grid squares covering
the study areas. "Physiography"is used here to cover
natural landformcharacteristics,and "topography"for sur-
face featuresattributableto man's past or present settle-
ment and land-useactivities. Climatic, geologicaland soil
characteristicshave been obtained from existing information
as summaries for the parish areas as whole units, rather
than determined in detail for different sectors of the
parish areas. The availabledata sources for these pro-
perties are generallynot appropriateto such detail.
2.2 The 0.5 km x 0.5 km grid square is a sampling unit appro-
priate to the size of the study areas. Although this
samplingunit substitutesartificialfor natural boundaries
to land features, it provides a ready means of data com-
parison, analysis and mapping, as shown later. Only grid
squares of which the centre point lies within the parish
boundarywere treated as making up the study area for the
purpose of land data extraction. The numbers of 0.25 km2
grid squares for which land characteristicswere recorded
are: Bransdale,128 (32 km2); Shap Rural and Shap, 453
(113.25km2); Heptonstall,92 (23 km2); Glascwm, 147
(36.75km2); YstradgynlaisHigher and Glyntawe, 191 (47.75
km2); Widecombe in the Moor and Buckland in the Moor, 202
(50.5 km2). Appendix* 1 lists the OS maps which cover the
study parish areas. Maps* 1-6, with a key map to parish
*Maps, tables, and appendicesfollow the report text.
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location, illustratethe OS 1:25,000base maps of the six
parish areas.
2.3 Table* 1 gives the list of twenty physiographicand six
topographicattributesdrawn up to cover altitude, slope,
aspect, river pattern, settlementdensity, road, footpath
and field boundary patterns. For slope and aspect classes,
maps were drawn by rapid manual measurementof contour
spacings and orientationrespectively. Quantitative
measurementof areas was similarlya compromisebetween
speed and accuracy,using a transparentoverlay grid of 25
regularlyspaced points in a grid square to give area
measures in 4% units. Linear features (rivers,roads,
footpaths,field boundaries)were determinedas relative
frequencieson a scale from 0-25, by counting the number
of sub-squares,in a 5 x 5 transparentgrid overlay to the
0.25 km2 grid squares, in which the feature occurred. It
would clearly be possible to seek more accurate measures
of these characteristicsbut with, in the study areas,
1213 x 26 attributesto be recorded,a balance between
effort and data quality relevant to the scale and require-
ment of the study was chosen.
2.4
2.4.1 Tabulated land characteristicsfor the grid squares in
each study area were transferredin suitable format to
computer storage so that statisticalanalyses and mapped
distributionsof characteristicscan readily be obtained.
A programmeavailable for statisticalanalyses allows sums,
means and standard errors to be calculatedfor measured
characteristicsof grid squares grouped in any desired
arrangement,for example in classes from independent
classifications,or for classes dependenton specified
land-use,physical or settlementcriteria.
2.4.2 A mapping programmeproduces from computer-storeddata,
schematicparish area maps, each 0.25 km2 grid square
being marked by a symbol. The complete output of this
programmedisplays on a map the distributionof squares
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which meet specifiedcriteria, records the proportionof the
area which meets the specification,lists the relevant
squares, and prints out full data for these. Examples of
the map part of the availableoutput are shown in maps 7-10
for two contrastingstudy areas, Widecombe in the Moor and
Buckland in the Moor (maps 7 and 8), and Shap Rural and Shap
(maps 9 and 10). The example specificationsare for the
distributionof sectors dominatedby relativelylow ground
combinedwith dominantlygentle or moderate slopes, and for
those sectorswhich contain mapped buildings. Maps 7 and 9
show that the proportionof each parish area which meets the
set physiographicspecificationis broadly similar but that
its distributionwithin the two parish areas is quite
different. In Widecombeand Buckland two zones cut cen-
trally through the parish; in Shap there is one solid zone
in the northeastof the area. Maps 8 and 10 for grid
squares with mapped buildings show a wide distributionin
Widecombeand Buckland, generallysimilar to the distribution
of sectors that meet the particularphysiographicspecifica-
tion displayed. In contrast in Shap, a much smaller propor-
tion of the area containsmapped buildingsand these sectors
do not form a solid block in the northeastmatching the
physiographicspecification,but occur only in part there
and also in part follow valleys which extend through grid
squareswhich are dominatedby higher ground and steeper
slopes, such as Swindale (up to grid squares 170, 171, 192)
and Wet Sleddale (e.g. 290).
2.5 Appendix 2 gives a quantitativesummary of the overall mean
physiographicand topographiccharacteristicsof the parish
areas as units (i.e. averages of the individualgrid square
values recorded in the parish areas), while Table 2, based
on these data, sets the six areas in relative overall order
for major land properties. Appendix 3 brings together cli-
matic data from differentsources for the parishes as a
whole, and Table 3 shows the overall relative ranking of the
six parishes for climatic characteristics,growing season,
and agriculturalland classification. Geologicaland soil
summary data, and agriculturalland classificationclass
proportionsfor the study areas as a whole are given in
Appendix4.
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2.6 From these tables, the generalisedland characteristicsof
the six study areas (not the diversitywithin them) can be
outlined as follows:-
Bransdale is characterisedby relativelylow altitude and
gentle slopes but also by low settlementdensity although it
has relativelyhigh access by road and footpaths. Although
the driest of the six parishes,Bransdale is moderate to low .
in relativetemperaturewith a moderate length growing sea-
son and moderate relativeposition in agriculturalland
classification. It has a high proportionof land dominated
by very poorly drained peaty surfaced soils.
Sha Rural and Sha as a whole have a high altitude and
strong relief but moderate slopes with low settlementand
overall accessibility. This is relativelythe coldest and
wettest of the study areas with the shortest growing season
and a low average agriculturalland class, in conformity
with the high proportionof land dominatedby strongly acid
peaty surfacedmoderatelydrained soils.
Heotonstall,of relativelymoderate altitude and low relief,
has a relativelyhigh settlementdensity though only a
moderate average field boundary frequency. Settlementand
access here is related to industrialrather than agricul-
tural history. It is relativelymoderatelywet and cold
with a short growing season and low average agricultural
land class, in conformitywith being mapped as dominatedby
very poorly drained peaty-surfacedand deep peaty soils.
Glascwm is relativelymoderatelyhigh in altitude,with the
strongestrelief and steepest average slope. Settlement
density is relativelylow, because there is no additional
populationfactor than agriculturaluse here, but access,
and agriculturaluse as assessed by field boundary density,
are relativelyhigh. This reflects the relativelydry and
warm climate giving a reasonablylong growing season in an
area dominatedby freely-drainednon-peatymineral soils,
and of relativelyhigh agriculturalland class average.
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Ystrad nlais Hi her and G1 ntawe are of relativelyhigh
altitude but low average relief and gentle slope, with a
moderate settlementdensity but low road density and agri-
cultural intensityof use. Settlementhere again has mainly
an industrialbasis. Climaticallythis area is relatively
wet though of moderate temperatureand hence length of grow-
ing season, but is lowest of the six in average agricultural
land classificationclass, and shown as dominatedby very
poorly drained peaty-surfacedsoils.
Widecombe in the Moor and Buckland in the Moor are of rela-
tively low altitude but have steep slopes,with the highest
average settlement,road and field boundary density but a
perhaps surprisinglylowest average density of mapped foot-
paths. Climatically,though relativelywet, this area is
the warmest with the longest growing season and a high
agriculturalland classificationassessmentreflectingthe
mapped dominanceof freely-drainedmineral soils, although
these are in a more acid, leached soil group than the
dominant Glascwm soils. This can be attributedto the
higher rainfall of Widecombeand Buckland acting on a
graniticparent material.
2.7 Applicationof the computer store of land characteristic
data to provide map outputs has been reported in section
2.4.2. As implied there in discussionof maps 7-10, these
land characteristicand other data stored on a grid square
basis can be searched to identifyand display the ways in
which specifiedcharacteristicsare correlated,and the
ors
locationof sectAMMO in which such correlationsoccur. As
further examples maps 11-16 show for Glascwm some relation-
ships of field boundary frequencyto altitude class. Map 11
displays the 24 grid squares (out of a total of 147 for the
parish) that contain no mapped field boundaries,while map
12, in which the specificationcalls for combined selection
of those squares which meet this criterionbut which are
also dominantly (definedas >70%) over 1400 ft. in height,
shows that 21 out of these 24 are in the designatedaltitude.
class. Maps 13 and 14 show that 11 squares contain a few
field boundaries (definedhere as a frequencyscore of 1-4
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on a 0-25 scale) but that only four of these also meet the
same altitude criterion. A list of the squares which meet
the altitude criterionalone shows only five additional
squareswhich fall outside the nil or "few" field boundary
limits set. The altitude class chosen is thus in this
parish area a close equivalentto these sectors with no or
few field boundaries(as recorded on the 1:25,000OS map).
The reasonswhy a minority of grid squares deviate from
such a general relationshipcan be sought in other listed
data, or in field investigationand can in general (not
necessarilyin this example) be useful in interpreting
actual or potentialtrends and in selecting "specialcases"
for further study. In contrast at the upper end of the
field boundary frequencyrange, maps 15 and 16 show that
72 of the Glascwm 0.25 km2 grid squares contain frequent
field boundaries (definedas frequencycounts >10) and
that 58 of these are more than 70% below 1100 ft. in alti-
tude. The greater part of two "intensivesettlement"and
"low settlement"sectors, as defined by field boundary
frequency,could then in this parish be related to two
simple altitudinalzones. Comparisonof equivalent
relationshipsin other study parish areas can display and
interpretarea differencesattributatittointeractionsof
physiographic,climatic,historic or other factors.
2.8
2.8.1 As an alternativeto selection of single or grouped fac-
tors for distributionaland quantitativeanalysis, it is
desirable to see whether land classificationsbased on a
wide range of characteristicsprovide in this instance
classes which enable vegetation-history-landassociations
to be interpretedand predicted. The quantitativedata
set for physiographicand topographiccharacteristicsat
the grid square level has thereforebeen used to draw up a
list (Table 4) of land attributes in a presence/absence
format for each square in order to allow computer statisti-
cal classificationby the IndicatorSpecies Analysis (ISA)*
method used in this study for vegetationclassification
*Hill, Bunce and Shaw (1975)
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(Chapter3). There are alternativeapproachesto classi-
ficationof such data which have not been pursued.
2.8.2 The theoreticaladvantageof "objective"classifications,
e.g. by ISA, is that from considerationof an extensive
list of attributesfor each "individual"to be classified,
an unbiased (other than the initialbias caused by the
selectedattributes)allocationis made of each individual
to a class. This allocationis based on an equal weight
being given to each attribute,rather than on a personal
choice from the full data set of single or simple combina-
tions of key attributes. Considerableeffort has been
devoted to examining ISA classificationsbased on physio-
graphic attributesalone (1-34 in Table 4), and on a com-
binationof physiographicand topographicattributes (1-34
and 38-58 in Table 4) in order to assess whether this
theoreticaladvantage in practice gives classes that can
be correlatedmore effectivelyor convincinglywith vege-
tation and land-use categories,or allow more confident
extrapolationof vegetationdata from point sites, than is
possible from the distributionof subjectivelychosen land
categoriesbased on selected individualattributes. ISA
land classificationsof both types were derived for each
parish individually,and for the six parishes as a set.
2.8.3 ISA works by making an initialdivision of the "indi-
viduald'making up a "population"(in this case the grid
squares in a data set) into two approximatelyequal
classes based on the balance of the occurrenceof "key
factors" for each individualof the population. These
"key factors"emerge from the analysis as those attributes
which most closely approach an "ideal"situation in which
all individualson one side of a division have on group
of key factors present and one group absent, while indi-
viduals on the other side of the division have the former
group all absent and the latter group all present. In
practice in most situations (certainlywith land classi-
fications)such an absolute division does not occur
because the relationshipbetween attributes is not so
clear-cut. Analysis then allocateseach individualinto
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one or other class at a division by an assessmentof the
balance between presence and absence of the determinedkey
factors,based on an involvedstatisticalranking of their
relative importanceas dividing factors,not on a simple
numericalcount of how many key factors defining each half
of the division are present. The analysis continueswith
furtherdivisionsof each initial class into two, to a
level of 211classes (2, 4, 8 etc.), as required,by
further re-examinationon each occasion of the entire
attribute list for those individualgrid squares in the
class to be divided. In the land classifications,inter-
pretationhas been taken to the eight-classlevel.
2.8.4 Because division at earlier stages is not a resultantof
mutually exclusivekey factors, factors used at one stage
of the analysis can reappear as key factors at later
stages. This means that, with some data sets, it is often
not easy to apply clearly distinguishingverbal descrip-
tions to each class. The general characterof a class can,
however, as well as being described from the key factors
which the ISA output records as effective at each division,
alternativelybe assessed from considerationof the fre-
quency with which each presence/absenceattributeoccurs
in individualsassigned to a class, or from the mean land
characteristicssummed from the original quantitativedata
for individualsin a class.
2.8.5 As an example of the type of classificationderived in
this way for land types within a parish, the character of
the classes for an "in-parish"ISA based on topographic
and physiographicattributesfor Shap Rural and Shap can
be outlined,at the eight-classlevel, as:-
1 - high altitude; low to moderate relief; moderate
slope; no buildings; few roads, footpathsand field
boundaries
(84 grid squares)
2 - moderate altitude; low to moderate relief; moderate
slope; few buildings and settlementfeatures
(E4grid squares)
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3 - high altitude; high relief; moderate to steep slope;
no buildings; few other settlementfeatures
(65 grid squares)
4 - very high altitude and relief; steep to very steep
slopes; no buildings; few other settlementfeatures
(40 grid squares)
5 - moderate to low altitude; low relief and gentle
slopes; few buildings and moderate other settlement
features; easterly aspect dominant
(56 grid squares)
6 - as 5 but moderate to high settlementfeatures and
westerly aspect dominant
(43 grid squares)
7 - moderate to low altitude; moderate relief; gentle to
moderate slope; few houses but moderate settlement
features
(46 grid squares)
8 - low altitude; low to moderate relief and gentle to
moderate slope; moderate houses and other settlement
features
(35 grid squares)
Table 5 gives mean values for land characteristicsof
these classes calculatedfrom the quantitativedata set
for individualgrid squares. The variabilityof most of
these attributesbetween the individualgrid squares that
make up a class is such, however, that only low statisti-
cal confidencecan be placed in using these values to pre-
dict the characteristicsof an individualsquare in a
class. (Co-efficientsof variationare high, from the 20-
30% level to several hundred %.) The verbal description
of a class similarlyapplies to the mean class character
but will not representcorrectlythe nature of each square
within a class. This contrastswith the plotting of
specifiedquantitativecharacteristics,discussedearlier.
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Map 17a shows the distributionof these classes in Shap
Rural and Shap. The general picture is acceptablebut the
degree of similaritybetween squares in a given class can
be low in one or more key characteristics.
2.8.6 From ISA land classificationscarried out on the combined
six-parishdata, it is possible to consider comparisons
between the general characterof the different parish
areas in terms of their physiographicand topographicland
character. Table 6 gives the distributionof land classes
within individualparish areas based on an ISA analysis
using physiographyand topographyattributeson a six-
parish basis. In an overall assessment,considering
classes 1-4 as "hill" and classes 5-8 as "upland"cate-
gories,Table 6 shows again, as implied in direct con-
siderationof physical characteristics(Section 2.6,
Tables 2 and 3), that the relative physiographicand topo-
graphic "hill" characterof the study areas decreases in
the order Shap Rural and Shap —4 YstradgynlaisHigher and
Glyntawe—4 Bransdale—4 Heptonstall—4 Glascwm—4
Widecombe and Buckland.
3 VEGETATION
3.1
3.1.1 .In order to provide a base-line of informationon the
vegetationof each parish, recordingwas carried out in
three types of situation,the most extensive recording
being in type (a), the "main sites".
fields (excludingarable fields) and moorland; using
5000 m2 quadrats
woodlands (excludingconifer and recent broadleaved
plantations); using 200 m2 quadrats
roadside verges and hedgerows; using linear sample
plots 10 m long.
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The numbers of sites examined are given below:-
Parish
Number of sites at which Mean number
vegetation was recorded in of species
(a)(b)(c)per main
site (fromFields and Woodlands Verges/ list of 198
moorlandhedges
species)(main sites)
Bransdale 88 15 10 20.4 ± 1.0
Shap Rural and 115 14 16 30.9 ± 0.9
Shap



Heptonstall 70 14 8 16.5 ± 1.1
Glascwm 71 11 24 23.9 ± 1.0
Ystradgynlais 70 14 14 24.6 ± 1.3
Higher and



Glyntawe



Widecombe in the 75 13 15 28.2 ± 1.6
Moor and Buckland
in the Moor



Total 489 81 87


3.1.2 (a) The field and moorland main sites were distributed on
a regular grid basis, with one recording location per
km2 in sectors with uniform land use (e.g. all inten-
sive farming, or all heather moorland), and two or
four locations per km2 in areas with a greater mix-
ture of land uses or vegetation types. Quadrats were
placed so as to avoid overlapping a management
boundary (e.g. a wall or river) or a metalled road.
A minimum of 70 "main site" locations per parish
were recorded, in order to provide enough data for
analysis on a within-parish basis.
(b) A minimum of ten woodland sites per parish were
examined, sampling, as far as possible, all separate
woodlands in the parish.
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(c) Roadside verges, and a limitednumber of field hedge-
rows, were recorded at regular intervals. Some
parishes had very few roadside verges that were not
grazed as part of the adjacent moorland. Only verges
shieldedby a stock-proofwall, hedge, or fence were
sampled. Few hedgerowswere examined other than
along roadsides. Hedgerowsdividing fields appeared
to have, in general, a similar or an impoverished
version of the roadside hedge flora, but varied
greatly, and a comprehensiveexaminationwould have
been very time-consumingand not particularlyrele-
vant to this study.
3.1.3 It had been intendedto sample river and stream banks as a
separate habitat. On visiting the sample parishes this
vegetationseemed not to differ greatly from surrounding
fields,woods, or moorland. As, in most cases, stream
courses did not form a separatemanagementunit, no
specific samplingof them was carried out.
3.2 While a reasonableattempt was made to identifyall plants
found, the occurrenceof some uncommon species in one or
two plots is not of any significancefor the type of
analyses carried out in this study, and did not justify•
the time that could be involved in their identification.
There were also difficultiesin identifyingsome species
in the field, particularlywhere the vegetationwas
closely grazed or had been recentlymown. It was there-
fore decided to use a standard list of 198 species for
data analysis,with difficult-to-identifyspecies and un-
common species omitted or aggregated. (All the woodlands
and verges were surveyedby one person, and analyses based
on complete lists of species gave very similar results to
analyses based on the restrictedlist of 198 species.)
Table 7 is the chosen list of species.
3.3
3.3.1 At the main sites, the presence of plant species was first
recorded for a 1 m2 quadrat. Additionalspecies present
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in concentricquadrats of increasingsize; 4 m2, 25 m2,
100 m2, 200 m2 and 5000 m2; were then recorded,together
with the estimatedpercentagecover of species in five 1
m2 quadrats (at the centre and at the corners of the 200
m2 quadrat). The differentsized quadrats were used as a
means of standardizingthe search pattern when recording
species; as a means of relating this work to other
studies,using quadrats of different sizes; and to allow
testing of the merits of different sizes of quadrat for
continuationof this study. '
3.3.2 Four soil samples were taken at each main site for labora-
tory measurementof soil acidity, and brief field notes
were made on soil texture and depth. Notes were also made
on site factors such as drainage, presence of paths,
stones, trees, bushes, streams, gullies, or signs of burn-
ing.
3.4
3.4.1 IndicatorSpecies Analysis (ISA, as discussed in 2.8) was
carried out on a listing of species present, and on the
percentagecover data, for the main sites in each parish
area separatelyand for the combined vegetationdata set
for the six parish areas. Within-parishdata analyses
have been taken to the eight-classlevel, and the six-
parish analyses to the 16-class level. There is little
differencebetween the number of sites allocatedto the
two initialdivisions in each of the four analyses,as the
two-classcategoriesof "moorland"and "farmland"are
fairly distinct,whether one is looking at the cover of
plant species or their presence/absence,and whether one
is looking at all six parishes or at each parish separately.
3.4.2 At the third and fourth divisions,a site may differ in
its classificationbetween cover and presence/absence
analyses. Percentagecover of a species is likely to be
more closely related to the characterof the vegetation
as perceivedby the human eye and also more closely rela-
ted to immediatemanagementthan is its presence,which is
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likely to be related more to the basic land type and to
the past history of the sample area. The two analyses
therefore indicatesomewhat different features of the
vegetation,and an investigationof the differencesbetween
the two can be of importance. Preliminaryanalysis shows
that a small number of sample plots in each parish show
marked differencesin their ordering in the analyses of
cover data and presence/absencedata, and a somewhat
larger number show lesser differencesin this respect.
The sites showing these differencescan be examined in
relation to informationon their current and past land use,
in order to try and assess whether these differencesare
relatedto trends in.vegetationchange.
3.4.3 Analyses of data from six parishes combined show some of
the resultantclasses to consist mainly or entirely of
sites from a single parish. This is particularlymarked
in the case of the presence/absencedata. With the cover
data, there is more similarityof class representationin
differentparishes. This is a reflectionof the fact that
although, in visual terms, very similar vegetationtypes
can be described in all six parishes,and it is this which
is largely assessed by the cover classifications,when the
species assemblagesin these apparentlysimilar types are
examined, they turn out to be appreciablydifferent in com-
position. The relevanceof these differencesin terms of
vegetationmanagementand detailed visual impact requires
further investigation.
3.4.4 It is not practicalnor desirable to give details here of
the results of all analyses and it would be premature to
try to summarisethe results with any finality. A sample
analysis result is given in Table 8 while map 17b shows
the locationof these eight classes in grid square units
of Shap Rural and Shap. It must be emphasisedthat the
vegetationtype relates to a record at a site within a
grid square, not to the whole square.
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3.5
3.5.1 In order to compare the data collected in this study with
an existing vegetationclassification,the sample plots
were classified,as far as possible,using Evans, Hill and
Ward's (1977) "dichotomouskey" to British sub-montane
vegetation. This key requires a check system to be
followed,based on the occurrenceof stated divisive
species. 227 of the 489 plots could not be satisfactorily
classifiedwith this keY, as they did not have any of the
divisive species used by Evans et al. at one or more
divisions. This is not unexpected,these sites being
mainly pasture,which was not covered by their classifica-
tion. The remaining 262 plots were classifiable into 19
of their 26 groups. As in the analysis of cover data for
all six parishes,there was relativelylittle difference
in the representationin each parish of different vegeta-
tion groups in this national assessment. Heptonstall
stands out most distinctively,with a strong representa-
tion of heather/cottongrass vegetationtypes, while Shap,
with YstradgynlaisHigher and Glyntawe,have most of the
mat grass/heathrush vegetation. Widecombe and Buckland,
Bransdale,and Glascwm do not stand out as being particu-
larly characterisedby certain vegetationgroups. Dis-
tinctionsbetween these parish areas on this national
basis are in fact less than in the independentanalysis of
cover data.
3.5.2 The classificationof Evans et al. was based on a combina-
tion of cover and presence/absencedata, from sites in up-
land areas of England, Wales and Southern Scotland (but
not includingthe North YorkshireMoors). It representsa
particulartype of classificationin common use in con-
tinental Europe, and it is instructiveto refer to it, but
it is less useful as an analyticaltool than the analyses
carried out as part of this study, which are clearly
relatableto either cover or presence/absenceof species.
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3.6
3.6.1 At the woodland sample sites a similar recordingprocedure
was followed,except that the sample plot size was restric-
ted to 200 m2 in order to fit within the smaller size of
many of the woods, and the only estimate of cover was an
estimate of the overall tree canopy cover. The data were
analysed in a single woodland vegetation ISA, based on
presence/absenceof species in all woodland sites in all
six parishes. In addition to this, the data from the 81
woodland sample plots were combined with the data for
presence/absenceof species in the 200 m2 quadrats at the
489 field and moorland sample plots. An analysis of this
set of data gave a fairly clear split between woodland
sites and other sites at the third division indicating
that, although many of these woodland areas did not con-
tain very many conspicuouswoodland plants, their vegeta-
tion was distinct from that of the surroundingareas.
3.6.2 In these analyses,the woodland sites divided initially
into "base-rich"and "acidic"woodlands. At the eight-
class level, Heptonstallwoods and Widecombewoods each
dominatedone class, and the other six classes contained
a mixture of sites from different parishes.
3.6.3 Using the key to British woodland vegetationof Bunce (in
preparation)the 81 samples in this survey fall into 23 of
his 32 classes. Again, Heptonstallstands out as distinc-
tive from the other parishes,with a predominanceof
Bunce's classes 17 and 18 - "species-poorwoodlands on
very acidic sandy soil". Only Bunce's class 25 (Galium
saxatile Pteridiuma uilinum type, describedas a
"westerlyupland oakwood type") is representedin all six
parishes,and each parish contains one or more types not
representedin any of the other parishes. 85% of these
woodland areas fall within 13 of Bunce's 32 classes,
indicatingthat, although the sample areas cover almost
the full north-southrange of England and Wales, the wood-
lands in them are of a fairly restricted"upland"range of
types.
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3.6.4 The overall state of the semi-naturalwoodland cover
appeared to be fairly static. Woodlandswhich regenerated
some 50 or 100 years ago are not yet old enough to die out
unless deliberatelyfelled or under-plantedwith conifers.
Looking to the future, there were young saplings present
in several of the woodland samples in Widecombeand
Buckland,and in Heptonstall. In the other four parish
areas there were very few saplings,with none at all in
Shap, indicatingthat, at some stage within the next 100
years or so, steps may be needed to secure regeneration,
if the woods are to remain in these four parishes.
3.7 An ISA analysis of the total roadside verge data, based on
the full width of the verge, up to the centre of the adja-
_
cent wall, bank, hedge or fence, gave classes which divide
the verge sites very much on a parish basis, as shown
below:-
classinvegetation
ISAclassification
ofroadaideverge
sltes,allperish
areas
MalaParishesRepresented
(77oftotal87vergeplots)
1 shap 'tura andShan 5 outof 5 sampleplots
2 ShayRivaland Snap - 8 outof asampleplota
3 aransdale - 8 outof17sampleplots
Heptonstall
- 7 outof17sampleplots
4 =amp - 6 outof14sampleplots
YstradgynlalsHigherand 5 oatof14sampleplots
Glyntawe
5 WidecombeIntheMbar - 6 out of 8 sampleplots
and igacklandIntheMoor
6 WidecompeIntheMbar - 8 outof 9 sampleplots
andRucklandIntheMoor
TstredgynlalsHigherand- 7 outof13sampleplots
Glyntawe
Masons
- 4 outof13sampleplots
8 Glass= 13outof 13 sample plots
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Roadside verges show the greatest difference in class dis-
tributionbetween parishes. This may be connectedwith
the localiseddistributionof hedges, walls, and banks,
which are abundant in some parishes but absent from others,
and to the fact that roadsidesare least likely to be
affected by grazing or reseeding,which tend to make (the
vegetationof differentareas converge towards a common
norm. Woodlandsand moorlands,which are, in most cases,
grazed, show less distinctionbetween parishes,and pas-
ture types show least difference. The mean percentageof
the largest number of plots in each ISA class that falls
in a single parish is, for verge classes 76%, for the
moorland classes,64% (P/A data) and 51% (cover data);
and, for the pasture classes, 48% (P/A data) and 36%
(cover data).
4 HISTORICALCHANGES IN UPLAND LAND USE
4.1 This section considers ways in which past land-use and
managementhave influencedthe developmentand distribu-
tion of present-dayvegetationcommunitiesin the study
parish areas, and gives examples of map presentationof
land-usehistory data. Sequentialseparate accounts of
the history of each parish area are not given now.
Because differencesin land-useand managementevolved as
a result of decisionsby individuallandownersand occu-
piers, the outlook and aspirationsof each generation
towards the natural resourcesof the uplands, as influ-
enced by economic,politicaland social factors,must be
consideredas the basis for historicalchange. Some gen-
erally importantthemes in the use, managementand
appreciationof upland landscapescan be identifiedin the
parish areas nominated for study. Key phases and influ-
ences in the history of upland land-useare discussed,
with examplesdrawn from parish areas where their impact
is well displayed. The phases identifiedoverlap in time
and do not follow each other consecutively,nor are they
synchronousor equally importantin all regions. The
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parish areas where the effects of each phase are notably
evident are set out in the table below:
Parisheswherethephasesartparticularlywelldisplayed
Historical
Phase
Bransdal•ShamRuralHeptonstallC ash=TstradgynlaisHigherWidecocheinthehoar
andMao andGlyntame andBucklandInthe Moor
Prehistoric
arIgIns
A pastoral
economy
Themonasteries
Medieval
settlement
Domestic
industry
Exploitationf
minerals
Changing
perceptions
An agr 1culturalI
revolution
Recent
alternative
land-uses
4.2
4.2.1 For the earliest historicalphases, sources of data have
been books, papers, and theses which describe relevant
palynologicaland archaeologicalinvestigations. For
later periods, there is considerablevariation in the
amount of documentaryinformationavailable for each
parish. A search for manuscriptevidence begins in the
national and appropriatecounty record offices, thus
visits have been made to the record offices at Carlisle,
Kendal, Northallertonand Exeter, and to the Central
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Library for Kirklees. Estate records such as those of the
Lowthers in Shap parish have proved particularlyimportant
in discerninglocal trends in land-useand management.
Informationobtained from these manuscriptsources can, in
some cases, be extended and corroboratedby that provided
by publishedworks and theses.
4.2.2 Clearly the most valuable evidence in studies related to
vegetationhistory is in maps of readily identifiablepar-
cels of land. Early maps may indicate field boundaries,
farm layout and sometimes land-use. The Tithe Commutation
Surveys,where undertaken,can more generallybe used to
reconstructthe patterns of land-use in the 1830s and
1840s. The changing distributionof rough pasture and
woodland can be deduced from the large-scalemaps published
by the Ordnance Survey from the mid-nineteenthcentury
onwards. For more recent times, the manuscriptsheets of'
the first Land Utilizationsurvey, preserved in the
Departmentof Geography of the London School of Economics,
have been used to reconstructthe pattern of land-use in
the 1930s.
4.2.3 As an example of the type of detail that can be drawn from
these relativelyrecent sources, maps 18 and 19 show trans-
cribed maps for land-use in Glascwm in 1837 and 1932.
4.3
4.3.1 Turning to the first of the key historicalphases in
upland land-use,prehistoricimpacts are well studied in
Bransdale and in Widecombe. The wide moorlands of many
upland areas are so extensive and striking that they were
mistaken for the natural vegetationof the uplands. In
his descriptionof the heather-claduplands and wooded
dales of the North York Moors, Elgee (1912) assumed that
"the higher wind-sweptmoors were never clad with arboreal
vegetation". Recent archaeologicaland palynological
studies have shown this assumptionto be false (Spratt&
Simmons, 1976). In the recovery from the Pleistoceneice-
age, by 5000 BC an oak forest covered all but the highest
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ridges in this region. Mesolithichunting-and-gathering
communities,whose flint sites occur in the north and west
of Bransdale,made an extremelymodest impact, perhaps
using fire to extend the forest-edgeeffect, creatingmore
open conditionslocally.
4.3.2 Human influenceincreasedin the Neolithicperiod, but man-
induced large-scalechange in plant successiondid not
occur in the North York Moors until the Bronze Age, around
1800-1700BC, when a denser populationapparentlyen-
couraged the use of even the highest parts of the inter-
fluves (Fleming,1971). Archaeologicaland palaeo-
environmentalstudies suggest that there was extensive
destructionof woodland to increasinglylower levels at
this period (Spratt& Simmons, 1976). Cultivationand
intensivegrazing of the siliceoussoils derived from the
Jurassic sandstonerocks would have increasedthe inherent
trend to podzolisationon these lime-poorrocks, expecially
in the more oceanic climate of the Iron Age. •Asthe land
became impoverishedand fell into disuse, Calluna vul aris
spread, representingin aggregatethe transitionfrom a
forest/brown-earthecosystem to a heathland/podzolsystem
without forest regeneration.
4.3.3 Accordingto Spratt and Simmons (1976),the essential fea-
tures of the present-dayMoors above 230 metres (800 ft.)
are prehistoric. The forest never recoveredfrom natural
trends acceleratedby human impact: by the first century
BC, higher ground was dominatedby growing blanket bog,
with sedge and moss communities,and by Calluna moor and
acid grasslands. Forest was confined to the dales and
around some of the valley mires, and even here successive
abandonmentof the impoverishedhigher ground was beginn-
ing to create greater economic and social pressures for
the clearing of the lower woodland.
4.3.4 The intensityof prehistoricdevelopmentin some upland
regions may be illustratedby referenceto the "parallel
reaves", found in the Widecombe area of Dartmoor (Gawne &
Somer-cocks,1968). These low banks of stone, usually
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covered with earth, of which the largest system, covering
some 12 square miles, runs roughly SW-NE from Holne Moor
across SpitchwickCommon to end in the West Webburn valley,
are remnants of a phase of planned land settlement,guide-
lines laid down over a wide area in order "to allow for
orderly expansion in a lengthwiseand lateral directionas
settlementgrew in size and number". Where groups of Late
Bronze Age and Early Iron age huts and fields occur, they
give the impressionof having been fitted into the exist-
ing system of reaves, and therefore suggest that the fea-
tures date from those periods or earlier.
4.3.5 In summary, far from ignoringthe uplands, prehistoricman
exploited their resourcesso heavily that he destroyed or
acceleratednatural decay of the partial native woodland
cover, leading to its replacementwith more open communi-
ties of heath and moor.
4.4
4.4.1 Thus, by the late Iron Age, many parts of the uplands had
become distinctivefor their extensive,open moorlands,
devoted primarily,and at times solely, to animal hus-
bandry. As grazing grounds, the uplands played just as
importanta part in regional economiesas the lowland
areas of arable and wood. The continuingsignificanceof
the pastoral uplands throughoutRoman-British,Anglo-Saxon,
and medieval times, may be illustratedby referenceto
Dartmoor,where the establishmentof a royal hunting
ground in the ninth century (the "Forestof Dartmoor")may
have led to a more consciousregulationof the intensity
and periodicityof grazing,especiallyafter the Norman
Conquest. A traditionevolved whereby in about twenty
"Venville"parishes on the edge of Dartmoor, including
Widecombe,their inhabitantspaid a rent to the Crown in
return for pasture in the Forest and Common. The number
of animals was restrictedto those which the farmer could
support in winter, but an extra payment could be made in
return for depasturinganimals that had been brought in
(Fogwill,1952 & 1954; Simmons, 1964). The court rolls
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of such manors as that of Spitchwickin Widecombe provide
an insight into the managementof the grazing grounds peri-
pheral to the Moor. One man was presented to the court
for several consecutiveyears in the late seventeenth
century "for surchargingthis common by depasturingof his
sheep and cattle on ye commons belonging to this Mannor
more than his estate in this Mannor will winter".
4.4.2 Large-scalemovement of livestockand integrateduse of
the Forest and adjacentmoors ensured that the open
environmentcreated in prehistorictimes was maintained
and extended. The animals spent summer on the higher pas-
tures, and winter on lowland farmsteads. The character of
the plant communitiesreflectedboth natural and man-
induced factors. In spring, animals returning to the
moors were taken first to the "predas"or "lairs",where
the pastureswere better and provided an earlier bite,
thereby accentuatingthe natural differencesin the vege-
tation. The excavationof turf for fuel caused a further
modificationof the communitieson the more accessible
mosses and bogs. It is impossibleto reconstructfrom
documentarysources the precise amounts of turf removed,
but Dilley (1973) cites examples from Cumberlandwhere
digging was prohibitedon some fells in order "to preserve
the grass-coverfrom the strippingof the surface and to
prevent loss of land from overdeep peat cuttings".
4.4.3 Where sufficientlylarge markets were assured, sheep and
cattle shared the moor with rabbits, bred commerciallyfor
their meat and fur. The remains of sixteen rabbit-warrens
have been found on Dartmoor, identifiedby earthwork
"pillow-mounds"where the animals were encouragedto
burrow and breed (Linehan,1966). The antiquity, length
of use and significanceof most warrens remains unknown.
One of the few pieces of documentaryevidence is a lease
of 1613 for Vaghill Warren on SpitchwickCommon, where
rabbit-grazingpressuresmay have led to further modifica-
tion in the mosaic of plant communities.
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4.4.4 The experienceof Dartmoor through this long period of
pastoraleconomy underlinesthe extent to which the dis-
tinctive resourcesof the uplands were highly prized and
exploited. Far from being consideredas wasteland, the
uplands often made a vital contributionto the character
and prosperityof the wider, regional economy and society.
They were in turn affected by events and initiativesgen-
erated outside the uplands but which came to alter the
pace and scale of landeuseand management.
4.5
4.5.1 Turning back in time to an earlier phase of upland develop-
ment, the North York Moors illustratehow the maintenance
of an open environmentcould be affected by such political
events as the Norman Conquest and the subsequentharrying
of the North (Darby,1977). Although it is unlikely that
William'smen ventured very far into the high moors,
devastationof the lower ground may have encourageda
subsequentlyvalleywardmovement of population,leaving
the main area of the Moors even more sparsely populated
(Atherden,1972, 41). Intensiveand systematicmanagement
of the North York Moors for grazing was resumed after the
establishmentof the monasteries in the early 12th century.
According to Waites (1957, 1967), the monasteries filled a
niche left by the devastations,helping to consolidateand
re-emphasisean earlier use pattern. The "grange"was the
farm unit of exploitation; cotes or small lodges were
establishedfor the animals and their shepherds,scattered
over the extensivepropertieswhich, in the case of
Rievaulx Abbey, already includedFarndale and Bransdale by
the mid-twelfthcentury. Waites (1957, 296) comments that
it was the "infinitecapacity of the monks for adapting
themselvesto various conditionsof physical and economic
environmentwhich ensured their success as farmers and
merchants. For over 400 years, they imposedan annual
cycle of movement between the sheltereddales and the
higher moor-tops in summer. Atherden (1972, 222) has
suggestedthat "the prolonged grazing pressure must have
produced further profound changes in vegetation".
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4.5.2 In the same way as the foundationof the monasterieshad
affected the managementof the North York Moors, so their
dissolutionin the 1530s brought further changes. Their
extensive land holdingswere subdivided,characteristically
being leased or sold in blocks of about 70 acres, so that
the ranch of Rievaulx Abbey in Bilsdale was divided into
62 holdings. The higher moors were no longer grazed so
systematicallyand intensively. Animal husbandrycontinued
to be the main considerationof land-use,but the essen-
tially peasant holdings concentratedrather more on the
exploitationof the lower slopes,where efforts were made
to increasethe productivityof the pastures by inter-
mittent cultivation.
4.6
4.6.1 There is both field and documentaryevidence of profound
shifts in the use and managementof some upland land
during the medieval and post-medievalperiods. At their
maximum extent, the arable lands of Widecombewere up to a
third more extensive than at the present day. The impor-
tance of communal husbandry is suggestedby field names
and by the survival of blocks of now-enclosedstrip-fields.
The latter sometimestake the form of lynchets,which are
particularlystriking at Blackatonlandat Chillacombein
Manaton parish, where they reach a height of 1,400 feet
(Gawne, 1970). There is some evidence that the communal
pattern of management in the arable fields broke down as
early as the fourteenthcentury, as adjacent strips were
acquired by farmers and convertedto severaltyby erecting
a hedge or wall, thereby fossilisingthe earlier strip
pattern (Hoskins& Finberg, 1952). In some parts, an
infield-outfieldsystem evolved, whereby the intrinsically
better soils or infieldwere devoted almost all the time
to crops, receivingall the manure available. Additional
crops would be grown, without manure, in the outfield or
more distant areas. As soon as yields fell, the impover-
ished land was abandonedand another tract cultivatedfor
a similarlyshort period.
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4.6.2 Within this essentially flexible system of management with
frequently changing use of particular sectors, though
still geared principally to the needs of a pastoral economy,
it is likely that cases of expansion and retreat occurred
simultaneously on different parts of the Moor. Over six-
teen deserted medieval sites have been located in
Widecombe parish. It is difficult to be precise in dating
the period of, or the reasons for, desertion, but the
remains of the thirteen long-houses at Blackaton have been
tentatively attributed to the twelfth-thirteenth centuries
(French & Linehan, 1963; Linehan, 1965 & 1966). Altitude,
climate and soil characteristics must have placed these
settlements at a distinct disadvantage compared with hold-
ings at lower levels. It is significant that none of the
deserted medieval settlements has been discovered in the
Forest itself. The Crown prevented the Forest being re-
settled until the thirteenth century, by which time the
penalties of establishing holdings on the more marginal
land may have been learned.
4.6.3 The medieval phases of advance and retreat produced what
Hoskins (1943) has described as the present-day map of
Devon, in parts down to the smallest detail, By 1550, the
landscape was characterised by "small farms scattered
singly over the hillsides or in deep combes, or sometimes
clustered in twos and threes to form a hamlet". Each farm
consisted of small, irregularly shaped fields, few of them
more than three acres in size, and many only an acre or so,
separated by massive hedge-banks, with the farm buildings
usually at one corner of the farm near the stream and
rarely conveniently placed in the middle. In many parts,
the farms were still isolated from one another by stretches
of open moor.
4.7 The influence of landownership, occupancy, and the atti-
tudes and needs of a time on the pattern of upland develop-
ment may be further illustrated by the example of Heptonstall
(Raistrick, 1970; Wild, 1972). A modest start to improve-
ment of the moors is found in the 12th century, when the
Lord of the Manor of Wakefield founded nine cattle
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"vaccaries"on the hillside benches of the Calder Valley.
By the 13th century, some of these extensive summer graz-
ing enclosureshad become subdividedinto permanently
occupied farms. It was comparativelyeasy to obtain the
freeholdof the land, which soon led to multiple inheri-
tance and the large-scalesubdivisionof farms. The new
farmhouseswere frequentlybuilt next to their parent
farmsteads,creating a clusteringeffect. On account of
the altitude,climate and soils, and compoundedby their
small size, most of these farms provided no more than "the
meanest levels of subsistence",and there evolved under
economic pressure an occupationallink between agriculture
and woollen-clothmaking. The familieson the small farms
were particularlyreceptiveto any opportunityto supple-
ment their incomes,and the various processesof cloth-
making could be taken up by members of the family, leaving
the head of the householdto continueworking on the land.'
Accordingto Watson (1775),there was "scarcelya single
instance in the whole parish of a man's living entirely by
farming". Once taken up, the cloth industry encouraged
further colonisationof the moorland and subdivisionof
holdings,so that, by the eighteenthcentury, most farms
sustarned little more than a few cattle and poultry for
domestic use and one or two horses to carry the wool and
cloth between the homestead and market. The result was
graphicallydescribedby Daniel Defoe on a journey from
Rochdale (Cole, 1959). He wrote: "The sides of the hills,
which were very steep in every way, were spread with
houses, and that very thick; for the land being divided
into small enclosures,that is to say, from two acres to
six or seven acres each, seldom more; every three or four
pieces of land had a house belonging to it".
4.8
4.8.1 The uplands not only containedminerals which could be ex-
ploited by the technologyavailableto early man, but the
pastoral economy of those areas frequentlyprovided oppor-
tunities and incentivesfor minerals to be exploited
because labour was readily available,especiallyon a
seasonal or part-timebasis.
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4.8.2 On Dartmoor,along the West Webburn and other watercourses,
tinners explored the alluvium systematicallyin search of
the heavy black stones and sand containingtin ore. Alter-
natively ore lodes were excavatedwith the aid of powerful
streams of water, obtained from leats constructedto carry
water from streams across the outcrops of ore-bearing
rocks. Where natural watercourseswere not available,
reservoirswere built such as the characteristicallypear-
shaped pond still to be found at Hameldon•(SX711785),
above the large gully excavated in search of tin. The
last years of the fifteenthcentury and early sixteenth
century have been describedas the heyday of the Dartmoor
tin-industry. In addition to its impact on the local
environmentby mine-workings, leats and smelting houses
(e.g. at Blackaton Ball Moor, SX 689781), the industry
encouragedthe building or enlargementof churches, includ-
ing that at Widecombe (Harris, 1969).
4.8.3 On the North York Moors, coal mining was at one time of
considerableimportanceto the Bransdale area, the earliest
referencedating from 1715, when a lease gave a Fadmore
yeoman the right to "all those veins of coal now opened in
a certain plais called Anknesse ... with the liberty of
sinkinge three new shafts or pitts". The largest group of
pits was opened much later in the second half of the 19th
century at Rudland, and remained in use until the 1920s.
They are often regularlyspaced, indicatingsome co-
ordinatedcontrol, and the numerous heaps of grey shale
show the scale of activity and disturbance (McDonnell,
1963, 459-60; Whitaker, 1969).
4.8.4 The prosperityof the parishes of Ystradgynlaisand
Glyntawe in Breconshirewas profoundlyaffected by the
developmentof widely scattered iron-works,which depended
at first on charcoal and steam-power. Although the works
were later convertedto the use of coal, it was not until
the 1830s that ways were found of using the local supplies
of antracite in the blast-furnaces. Once the adjustments
were made, thirty years of prosperityfollowed,until an
increasingtrend toward the use of steel, and a greater
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volume of imports, led to spasmodicand eventuallyper-
manent closure of these iron-works. Meanwhile,construc-
tion of the railways had encouragedexploitationof the
anthracitedeposits and the growth of a flourishingexport
trade through the ports of South Wales. Because of the
greater demands for anthracite,the area did not suffer as
severely as those mining areas producingbituminouscoal
during the inter-warperiod (Minchinton,1961).
4.9
4.9.1 The various attempts to raise the productivityof the pas-
toral economy, the advance and retreat of settlementand
cultivation,resort to domestic industry,and search for
minerals, led to changes in attitude to the "value"of
higher and lower ground in many upland regions of England
and Wales. The shift in outlook may be most clearly
demonstratedin Bransdaleand Heptonstall.
4.9.2 By the end of the medieval period, the striking contrast
between the appearanceand value of the moorland and dales
had begun to break down, largely as a result of the des-
truction of the woodland habitat and economy of the dales.
Upland routewaysfell into disuse as the dales became
drained and cleared of forest. No longer were the dales
perceivedonly from "above"; now, they could be penetra-
ted and exploited from "below" (McDonnell,1963, 127-8).
The low ground became the best for access, settlementand
use. The change in relative importancewas recognised
administratively,belatedly, in the 19th century,when the
present-dayparish of Bransdalewas created, enclosed by
the high interfluvesand focussed on the dale bottom.
4.9.3 The importanceof the domestic textile industrymade
Heptonstalland the Halifax area generallyparticularly
susceptibleto change during the IndustrialRevolutionof
about 1750 to 1860 (Hanson, 1920, 218-20). "In other parts
of industrialEngland, all relics of an earlier period
have disappearedas completelyas if an ocean has rolled
over the land, but about Halifax the tide of industrialise-
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tion never rose high enough to submerge the old landmarks.
It is easy to follow the course of the great changes".
The introductionof the water-frameled to the migration
of productionfrom moorland cottage down to the new
factory-typemills, built on the banks of the fast-flowing
Pennine streams. Mills were erected, for example, on the
banks of Hebden stream, between HardcastleCrags and
Hebden Bridge. It was this responsewhich made it diffi-
cult for the Heptonstallarea to take advantage of the
next phase in industrialdevelopment,the adoption of
steam power (Wild, 1972). By the mid-nineteenthcentury,
the centres of industrialdevelopmenthad shifted further
away from the plateau moorland and from these streamside
mills toward the principal valleys, where coal could be
importedmore easily along the Calder Navigationand
valley roads and railways. Hebden (Hepton)Bridge
eclipsed Heptonstall. The low-lyinglands, which had
previouslybeen avoided and neglected,now became the foci
of change and development(Raistrick,1970).
4.9.4 At first, industrialisationbrought prosperityto agricul-
ture. Crump (1938, 127) described the early 19th century
as "the Golden Age of Halifax farming",but soon the
exodus of industry from the uplands was followedby one of
population. Not only did hand-weavingand combing finally
disappear,but the small farmer lost both his local market
for farm produce and a source of local employmentfor his
children as the mills and warehouseson the Pennine streams
closed. The area of rough land broken up and ploughed for
oats and potatoes may have reached a maximum during the
years up to 1870, after which there was rapid decline,
accentuatedby the fall in wheat prices occasionedby the
large imports from overseas. This general observationis
not, however, strongly evidenced in the maps for Heptonstall
between 1848 and 1892, where the farmed area fell by only
some 3% of the parish area (4.2.5). Although the uplands
did not produce wheat, the lower prices for this led to
the abandonmentby around 1900 of oats as an upland crop
to use as a bread-corn.
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4.10
4.10.1 Although almost completelydependenton pastoralism,many
upland farms were characterisedby their conservatismand
backwardnessin animal husbandry. They were essentially
subsistenceholdings,remote from large centres of popula-
tion, and lacking both the resourcesand incentivesto
experimentwith new methods of raising output or of
achieving greater diversityof production. The market-
potential of the uplands could not be realised until
communicationsimproved. On Dartmoor, this began in a
dramatic fashion, followingan Act in the 1770s for the
constructionof a road from Tavistock to Mortonhampstead.
Over 15,000 acres of Dartmoor were enclosed with stone
walls by the mid-19th century,while several miles of
shelter belt were planted on Cator Common in Widecombe
parish.
4.10.2 In the Lake District the developmentof a serviceable
road network made it possible to substitute the farm cart
for the pack-horse in transportingfarm produce to dis-
tant markets (Darley,1964, 29-32). The opening of the
Kendal-Lancastercanal in 1819 provided further assis-
tance and this was in turn displacedby the railways,the
first of which was built over Shap in 1846. Intensive
commercialfarming, supplyingthe markets of industrial
Lancashireand Yorkshire,began to affect the management
of even the higher dales. In 1860, Mardale Green, to the
west of Shap parish, sent 3,000 pounds of butter each
week through Shap station and by rail to Manchester
(Millward& Robinson, 1970). Improvementsin communica-
tions were a stimulus to the enclosure of extensive areas
of common,without which it had been generally impossible
to carry out selectivebreeding or improvepasture quality.
These commons includednot only the high fells but also
extensive tracts of more fertile lowland. The pace of
enclosure in Westmorlandwas not impressive: several
enclosureacts were never implemented,probably on account
of the complexityand cost of making the awards in rela-
tion to the expected benefits. When enclosurewas pro-
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posed for Shap in 1766, tenants and landownerswarned
that "The High Fell or Peat Moss is incapableof any
improvement",and that the land should be "measuredor
marked out for peat or turf only and the herbage as
common". No one should be "obligedto make fences
against all or any of the lands or manors adjoyning".
Although the Act was passed, nothing was done and when
the time came to repeal the measure and secure a fresh
Act, the commonersagain warned that "The nature of the
Soil and Climate of the Commons in question renders the
greatest proportionof it unfit for Arable Cultivation
and only useful for the purposes of planting (trees)and
pasturage". The new Act for Shap was eventually imple-
mented in 1820. Improvementin communicationsand reduc-
tion of commons graduallyled to improvementsin live-
stock quality and in the carrying capacity. Parts of
Sleddale and Wasdale were drained, and lands up to 1,600
feet on Shap Fell were improved (Darley,1964, 35-6).
Enclosure made it easier to counter the tendency of
meadows to be "overmastered"with moss in the humid cli-
mate, by means of ploughingevery 7-10 years and planting
with corn until the moss was destroyed and a good sward
established (Garnett,1912, 19-21).
4.10.3 Many of these land-use "improvements"were speculativein
nature and dependenton high agriculturalprices. Conse-
quently, there was great hardshipwhen the large-scale
import of animal products led to a marked fall in live-
stock prices in the last two decades of the 19th century.
Reversionthen became the dominant trend. Some farms
were amalgamated,leading to the abandonmentof the
poorer lands and creation of a more viable holding out of
the better fields of each. It was often difficultto
adjust land-useto the new economic climate. In the cen-
tral fells of the Lake District, Garnett (1912, 57) des-
cribed how some farmers had grown corn till the land was
impoverishedand abandoned. Although others planted
green crops of turnips, rye, clover or seed potatoes
there was always a tendency "to keep the plough going to
the ultimate deteriorationof the land". When much of
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this marginal land was abandoned followingthe decline in
agriculturalprices in the 1870s, a high proportionof
this became rough grazing and moor, rather than remaining
as improvedmeadow and pasture.
4.10.4 Writing of the North York Moors, on which, for example,
Farra (1961) estimatedthat in Bransdale 250 acres were
reclaimedbetween 1750-1850,with several large planta-
tions laid out on the higher slopes, Chapman (1961, 282)
observed that "for the student of reclamationand rever-
sion, looking back from 1950, the changes might never
have happened,so transientwas their influence". Farra
(1961, 255) calculatedthat about 89 acres of Bransdale
were reclaimedbetween 1851 and 1955, and that 184 acres
had reverted. Experiencevaried between and within the
dales. In Bransdaleand Farndale, the position of the
moorland edge in 1955 was generallysimilar to that of
1851.
4.11
4.11.1 The decline in agriculturalvalues of upland land and
changing social and industrialconditionsoutside the
uplands encouragedthe introductionof alternativeland-
uses. During the 19th centuryfrextensiveareas in the
North York Moors were used primarily for grouse-rearing,
and Elgee (1912, 33-5) drew attention to the ecological
effects of heather burning ("swiddening"locally),
usually in March and April, on a 7-10 year rotation, to
promote younger growth for the birds in spring. "Swidden-
ing" was then probably the most important "disturbing
factor in the plant life of the uplands",and may have
led, over a period of time, to a decrease in species
diversity. Since the 1930s, the practice has fallen into
decline: the outbreak of accidentalfires has become
more important. Much of the western Moors, for example,
was affected by fire in 1959, and a fire raged over the
central Moors in 1960 (Chapman,1961, 26).
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4.11.2 The use of the uplands as water-storagegrounds brought
similarlystriking local changes. According to Crump
(1938, 186), the constructionof the reservoirsin and
around Heptonstall "enormouslyreduced the sheep-runsof
the parish", and excluded all agriculturaluse of the
gatheringgrounds. In Shap, some of the better agricul-
tural lands have been flooded. In 1919, Manchester
Corporationwas given parliamentarysanction to raise the
level of Haweswaterby 95 feet, thereby causing a con-
siderable length of Mardale to be flooded. Construction
work began in 1927, but the reservoirwas not tapped for
water until 1941. There has subsequentlybeen a more
modest scheme in Wet Sleddale.
4.12
4.12.1 It is convenientfor comparativestudy of the parish
areas to produce simplifiedversions of land-usemaps
such as those illustratedin maps 18 and 19 (4.2.3). By
consideringthe 0.25 km2 grid square unit as being repre-
sented by the land-use recorded at the mid-point of the
square, a single use for each grid square can be listed
and entered to the computer data store. The mapping pro-
gramme discussed in Section 2.4 can then output the land-
use situation in this simplifiedform for each recorded
stage. As examples,maps are shown for Glascwm and
Heptonstall.
4.12.2 Maps 20-22 show the distributionof "heath and rough
pasture" in Glascwm in 1837, 1888 and 1932. The propor-
tion of the parish area in this use hardly changed,
occupyingan estimated 46.9% of the parish in 1837 and
1889, rising to 48.3% in 1932. Some individualsquares,
however, changed their use. As can be easily checked
from the list printed on the complete computer map output,
in 1888 two squares (indexed85 and 115) had ceased to be
identified,from their mid-points,as rough grazing but
two others (nos. 12 and 127) had become so. Two further
squares (nos. 62 and 83) were recorded as being rough
grazing in 1932. Acceptingequal reliabilityfor the
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. data sources, and in view of the difficultyof distinguish-
ing "heath and rough pasture" as a category from the more
neglectedtypes of farmland,these differencesare so
slight as to suggest little significantchange on an area
basis, of this land-use class over almost 100 years.
Figures 23-25, of the farmed land distributionin Glascwm,
show a dramatic decline in the extent of arable between
the 1830s and 1930s. Woodland fell from three grid
squares in 1837 (nos. 20, 25, 126) to one in 1888, remain-
ing this same one in 1932 (no. 25).
4.12.3 Insofaras sources permit,this pattern of relative
stability in the extent of improved land and the areas of
heath and rough pasture can be discerned in the other
sample parish areas, and perhaps most especially in
Heptonstall. Maps 26-29, based on a comparisonof data
shown on O.S. and Land UtilisationSurvey maps (that for
1969 being supplied by ULS), show that there was a fall
in the proportionof farmed land of 3% of the parish area
between 1848 and 1892, with a further 2% fall from then
to 1969.
4.12.4 By relating the vegetationat sampling points to their
location on land-usemaps of differentperiods differences
in history which may relate to present vegetationcan be
sought for specific points. From the simplifiedland-use
computer maps, in which the grid square is defined by one
mid-point observation,general trends in a parish area
can be recognisedand comparedwith other areas.
4.13
4.13.1 This chapter has identifieda number of importantphases
and themes in the developmentof the uplands, as indica-
ted by the experiencesof the six parish areas (thoughno
extensive record has been located of the experienceof
Glascwm). It has emphasisedthe antiquityof extensive
areas of present-dayvegetation,which evolved out of the
land-useand managementpracticesof prehistorictimes.
Far from being regarded as waste land, the pasture grounds
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played an essential role in the local and regional
economiesof medieval and post-medievaltimes. Through
custom and the entrepreneurialgenius of the monasteries,
the natural resourceswere exploited on a regular and com-
parativelyintensivebasis, thereby maintainingand
extendingthe open habitat of the uplands.
4.13.2 Within this overall trend, many instancesof reclamation
and reversionhave taken place, as expressed in the form
of old field boundaries,intakes,and deserted settlement.
Such disturbanceshave been promoted not only by climatic
change, but also by economic and social trends in regional
and national life. Improvementsin communication,
ability to take up domestic industries,periodic search
for minerals, and more recent demands for grouse moors
and water-gatheringgrounds, have had importantreper-
cussions on the extent and intensityof land exploitation.
4.13.3 So far, only six parish areas have been studied in detail.
By taking further example areas, it should be possible to
identifyother themes in the developmentof the natural
environmentof the uplands, and to assess the extent to
which these and the present identifiedphases are common,
though of differing impact,to all parts of upland
England and Wales. It should of course be emphasised,
with referenceto the most recent phase of upland use,
that the ULS team are responsiblefor investigationof
post-1945 land-use changes in the study areas.
5. VEGETATIONRELATIONSHIPSTO LAND AND LAND USE TYPES
5.1
5.1.1 Chapter 2 discussed the recordingof physiographicand
topographiccharacteristics,and their presentationfor
the study areas as statisticaland map computer outputs.
The same computer map programmecan produce simplified
displays of parish area land-usehistory, as illustrated
in Chapter 4. The vegetationsite records and classifica-
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tions outlined in Chapter 3 provide "point"data which can
be consideredin relation to land characteristics,land-
use history, and to the present farming practice that is
being studied by ULS.
5.1.2 If quantitativedetails of vegetationchange in tightly
controlledsituationswere to be consideredthe primary
objectiveof this DOE contract,there would clearly have
been much to be said for a methodologywhich first identi-
fied locationswhere contrasts in use and managementwere
known to have been effective for particularperiods. From
this knowledge,concentrationof observation,analysis and
interpretationcould be on sites where the resultant
effects of uses through time on vegetationspecies com-
position, cover and classificationcould be determined.
However, the contract specificationcontains the major
requirementof provisionof wider informationcovering the
land, land-usehistory and vegetationof relativelyexten-
sive nominatedexample areas. This necessarilyhas direc-
ted effort more to the objectivesof broader understanding
of the range of vegetation in the uplands and its controls.
5.1.3 An aspect of the current approach to parish area study is
to seek to bridge a gap between extensiveunderstandingof
relationships,and the detail of local situations,by
correlationof identifiedland and land-use characteris-
tics of sectors and "point" locationswith vegetation
classes determinedfrom the field vegetationrecords.
Quadrat vegetation informationfrom field sites might be
then used as a starting point for assessing the potential
and probabilityof alternativevegetationtype distribu-
tions on an area basis. If strong specific associations
can be demonstratedbetween vegetationclass, land type
and land-usehistorylsuchprobabilityextrapolationscould
reasonablybe made from knowledgeof the distributionof
sectors with particularpresent and past land-useand with
specifiedphysiographicand topographiccharacteristics.
Considerableeffort has been devoted to working through
alternativepossibilitiesof identifyingand specifying
such associations,with particularattentionto two
methods outlinedbelow.
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5.2
5.2.1 The first method required a listing of land attribute
categoriesat the "points"marked on parish area base maps
as "main site" vegetationrecording locations. This list,
additionalto the quantitativegrid square-baseddata,
gave one category each of attributessuch as altitude,
slope, proximityto houses, locationwith respect to field
boundaries,etc. for each located point. From it, the
land featureswhich occur with high frequencyat sites
which fall into a particularvegetationclass can be
identified. Table 9, as an example of an "in-parish"
correlation,lists for Shap Rural and Shap those land
characteristicswhich occur with high frequencyat the
vegetationsites falling into classes of the vegetation
classificationsgiven in Table 8. This, and other in-
parish tables of the same type, clearly display the broad
associationswhich are to be expected,but they, not
unexpectedly,do not demonstratesuch strict correlations
of the recorded vegetationwith land attributesthat it
can be said definitivelythat particularvegetationtypes
could only occur within tightly specified land situations.
It is, however, possible that this approach might be
looked at from another viewpoint. Individualsites which
have characteristicswhich lie outside the general range
of land propertiesmost frequentlyassociatedwith their
vegetationclass may be locationsto which further study
could be directed. Causes could be sought for such devia-
tions from the norm, that could assist predictionof the
possibilityand probabilityof changes. Although possible,
this is likely to be a laborioustask in relation to its
applicability.
5.2.2 Turning to the applicationof this "point" land character-
istic/vegetationclass correlationto combined six-parish
data sets, a further considerationemerges. Table 10 sets
out the land characteristicswhich occur with high fre-
quency for sites in each parish that fall into one example
vegetationclass, "rushy moor", of the six-parishspecies
presence/absencevegetationclassification. This class is
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present in all parishes but it will be seen that the site
land characteristicswith which it is associateddiffer sub-
stantiallyfrom parish to parish. No overall picture
emerges of sufficientconsistencyto define a limited range
of land characteristicson physiographyand topographyalone
within which the actual or potentialprobabilityof finding
or developingthis vegetationclass is high. Of course,
climatic and soil differencesbetween the parish areas are
among those factorswhich understandablyinfluencethis
situation. It does imply, however, that managementpro-
posals to retain or remove "rushy moor" could only be stated
in the broadest terms (e.g. "It is desirable to sustain (or
lower) the water-table."). Any precise managementrecipe
and any calculationof rate of change under prescribed
managementcould only apply to the vegetationtype under
some specifiedlocal site conditions,not as a general rule
to even this six..parisharea, leave alone to the total
upland range. Extrapolationof the site data to area proba-
bilitieswould again only be very general or require an
uneconomiclevel of detail except in cases where management
was actually intended.
5.3 The second main approach started from the situationthat the
vegetationrecordingsite occurs within a specific 0.25 km2
grid square which can be allocatedto a land type by one of
the land classifications(Seetion2.8). A table can then
plot the frequencywith which each vegetationclass occurs
in each land type. As an example, Table lla relates the
eight classes of vegetationclassificationto these of a
land classificationfor Shap Rural and Shap, while Table llb
is an abbreviatedversion of this correlation,using fewer
vegetationcategoriesand grouped land types. These tables
show an occasionalstrong correlationbetween individual
classes (vegetationclass 8 - land type 1) and the expected
broad associationsof "moorland"and "improvedgrassland"
with major land categories,but the general picture, seen
over a large number of such associationstested, is of vege-
tation classes occurring in several or most land types, and
of land types containinga range of vegetationclasses.
This in part results from the use of grid squares,which are
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to varying degrees internallycomplex, as homogeneousunits,
and in part from the ability to modify managementto create
a similar end-productin different situations. The tables
can, however, be interpretedpositivelyas displayingthe
probabilityof occurrenceof a vegetationclass within a
land type. For example from 11b, there is, for land type 1,
an 85% probabilityof "pure moorland",a 12% probabilityof
"mixedmoorland"and a 4% probabilityof "rough pasture"
being the vegetationclass found at a sample site. In con-
trast, looking at land type 5 in Table 11a, this can include
seven of the eight vegetationclasses, at probabilities
between 6 and 30%. Such an approach can identify land sec-
tors of greater and lesser actual and potentialvegetation
diversity.
5.4 Other possible approachesfor vegetation-landassociation
investigationsfrom these data are to count the frequency
with which individualland attributesoccur in grid squares
within which a given vegetationclass occurs,in a similar
way to the use of "point" data (5.2); to seek correlations
of vegetationclasses with selected individualor simple
combinationsof land characteristicsrather than with land
classes; or to relate the vegetationtype to present or
past land-usepatterns. Tests of these approachesonce more
produce general associationswhich confirm or reinforce
expectation. The "moorland"vegetationtypes in Glascwm,
for example, as maps 30-32 show, correlate stronglywith
grid squares shown as relativelyhigh ground, and reasonably
with those areas mapped in 1932 as heathland and rough pas-
ture. The recent land-usemaps for this parish, not made
availablewhen this report was prepared,would undoubtedly
show a retreat of "heathland"land-use in this parish to a
pattern closely similar to that of the "moorland"vegetation
of the 1977 field recording. Field boundariesand altitude
class associationsalso identifysectors of this parish with
"moorland"vegetationtypes (see maps 12 and 14). Such
relationshipsappear encouragingand certainlysupply bases
for general understandingof relationshipsbetween land
character,land-useand vegetation. They are, however, pro-
viding mainly a range of alternativeviewpointsfor observe-
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tion and presentationof what are already reasonablywell-
appreciatedcorrelations,rather than certain means of
closing the gap between general principles,and methods of de-
tailed local practicalmanagementto achieve a particular
aim, which usually will demand "one-off"site studies to
give exact managementrecipes. The general picture from
the total data sets should be reinforceablein detail by
focussinglater attentionon sites which analysis of the
data show to have specific historiesand recent use
patterns.
6 STUDY AREAS IN REGIONAL AND NATIONAL CONTEXTS
6.1
6.1.1 To achieve statisticalsampling of the full range of land
and land-use types in the uplands, small areas selected at
random could have been sampled across this range, or
within stratifiedupland categories based either on geo-
graphic regions or national land classifications. Although
desirable,such samplingwould have been logisticallymore
difficult for field work and also would create problems in
seeking applicablehistoricalland-use data. The advant-
ages of confidentstatisticaltreatment of such sample
area data are probably outweighedby the practical con-
venience of fewer, concentratedlocationssuch as are pro-
vided by the parish areas chosen by ULS.
6.1.2 The nominated study locationsthus are a small number of
relativelylarge areas, sited to give a general distribu-
tion through upland England and Wales, but with their
exact selectionmodified by external factors. Although
they can be expected to contain most of the main vegeta-
tion,land-use,land,landscapeassociationsimportant in the
uplands, they are neverthelessa series of case-study
locationsrather than a sample from which quantitative
extrapolationscan be appliedwith statisticalconfidence
to their wider regions, or ts the uplands as a whole.
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6.2.1 However, the contract plan requires the parish areas to be
set in regional and national contexts. How then is this
to be done? One method would be to sample, in identical
ways, a series of sites in the parish areas and'compare
these with a control series, more widely spaced, from the
rest of the uplands. This, done with sufficientintensity,
would in practice produce a random or systematicsmall-
area sampling programme such as was mentioned above (6.1.1)
and could not be carried out, both for time and cost rea-
sons, as an additionaloverlay to the detailed case-study
area approach to which this investigationwas committed.
It might be a useful sequel to the present project.
6.2.2 A second possibilitywould be to relate informationfrom
parish study sites to classes for which there is already
regional or national distributionalinformationso that,
for example, generalisationsabout regional or national
proportionsof vegetationtypes, and hence about the
extent to which potentialvegetationchanges could be
applicable,can be made with some confidence. The ability
to do this for vegetationin the present study will be
aided if the significantvegetationclasses obtained from
ITE analysis of vegetationrecords in this project can be
equated to a reasonabledegree with vegetationmap units
identifiedon the c. 1970 maps of the 2nd Land Utilisation
Survey (LUS), as now being re-recordedby ULS. If correla-
tion of some or all key types is possible between these
two vegetationapproachesthen,from existing LUS mapping
outside the parishes, it might be practical to assess semi-
quantitativelythe importance,in a wider upland framework,
of vegetationclasses and trends recognisedin the study
parishes.
6.2.3 Thirdly, it will be possible to relate the vegetation
classes recognised,with their land characteristic
associations,to categoriesin national ecologicalsur-
veys that are becoming available from current basic
science projects of ITE, particularlythe "Ecological
Survey of Britain" (Project424), based on a habitat type
survey for a sample of 1 km x 1 km grid squares covering
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the country, and a national classificationof woodland
types (referredto in Section 3.6.3). Such comparisons
should give assessments,alternativeto those suggested in
6.2.2, of the relativeextent to which a particularvegeta-
tion-landassociationis likely to occur in the country as
a whole. Of course at best these are probabilitymeasures.
They cannot show that a particularvegetation,land, land-
use associationoccurs at specific locationsand that
thereforemanagementto achieve a desired objective should
be applied at these locations. Exact distributional
informationcan only be obtained by comprehensivesurveys
which, at the level of detail required,for practical
applicationwould be of prohibitiveeffort, except for
sectorswhere actual active management is intended.
6.3.1 Finally, an interpretationof the relationshipof the
overall characterof the study areas with that of their
region, or with a national land class, can follow con-
siderationof mean values for propertiesof a parish area
as a unit in relation to those of the region or land class
as a unit. In the desk-study,Upland Land Use, carried
out by ITE for DOE (ITE Project 398), quantitativeland
data were accumulatedfor the 436 "upland" 10 km x 10 km
grid squares in England and Wales. By combiningthese
data for grid squares grouped into geographicregions, the
overall mean characteristicsof identifiedupland regions
and their "core regions" can be determined. Additionally,
a classificationof these upland grid squares into eight
classeswas produced,based on computer analysis by ISA,
using a combinationof measured physiographic,climatic
and soil characteristicsto give a natural environmental
upland classification. The grid squares in each of these
classes can be combined to give mean propertiesof a
national upland class to which the parish areas also can
be compared. (An "upland"grid square was defined
initiallyon an altitude basis as one with S:4%land above
800 ft., and a "core upland" square as one with >50% land
above 800 ft. The land classificationdivided the upland
spectrum into two parts at its first division, closely
similar in compositionbut not identicalto the simpler
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altitudinalidentificationof "marginal"and "core" upland
sectors.)
6.3.2 This upland 10 km x 10 km data bank was necessarilyquickly
set up and, in the longer term, is best consideredas a
pilot study. This is because its data set is being super-
seded by a new data set covering the entire land surface
of Great Britain at this scale, being produced in a basic
science project of ITE (NationalLand Characteristicsand
Classification,ITE 534). Where available,better source
material and more accurate data extractionmethods are
being employed than were possible in the pilot study.
However, until the new material is available,the exist-
ing data set provides a reasonablemeans of comparing
parish area, region and land class. Appendix 5a lists the
10 km x 10 km squares in which each parish area falls by
the referencenumber in the unpublished398 report to DOE
and by their 0.S. grid reference,with the percentageof
each parish area in the grid square, and the percentageof
the grid square within the parish area. Appendix 5b gives
the upland region and national land class or classes, as
discussed in the same report, into which these squares
fall.
6.3.3 Tables 12(a) and (b) give comparativemean values for two
study parish areas, Bransdale,and YstradgynlaisHigher
and Glyntawe, to illustratethis basis for comparisonof
the parish as a unit with wider frames of reference.
6.3.4 From Table 12a, for Bransdale,its land characteristic
relationshipsto locality,region and relevant national
upland land class can be summarisedas follows.
10 km x 10 km •
grid square/s
in which the
parish area:
is located
The parish has similar altitude, rainfall
and agriculturalland class (ALC) charac-
teristicsbut is of gentler slope, with
more peaty gley soils than is the case
for the grid squares.
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Region : The parish, in comparisonwith the North York
Moors region, has more higher altitude ground,
less land of higher ALC grades (2-3) and
fewer non-peatysoils than the region. In
relation to the small "core region" of the
North York Moors, the parish has less land of
moderate slope but is otherwisequite similar
in average character.
Land Class : The parish area, and the grid squares within
which it falls, have notably lower rainfall
than the mean for the land class, although a
conjunctionof slope and soil parent material
gives a higher proportionof poorly drained
peaty-toppedsoils and less well-drained
soils than is the average for the class as a
whole.
In general,the parish area is at the low rainfall end of
the range covered by the Northern High Upland land class,
and in regional terms contains more of the higher ground-
gentle slope terrain type than is the average for the
North York Moors core region.
6.3.5 YstradgynlaisHigher and Glyntawe relationshipscan be
outlined similarlyfrom Table 12b:-
10 km x 10 km : The parish has similar altitude,rainfall,grid square/s :
in which the agriculturalland classification,and soil:
parish area : to its most closely associatedgrid square,is located but again has more ground of gentle slope
than the average for the relevant grid
square.
Region : The parish area, in comparisonwith the
Brecon Mountains region, contains less
lower altitude ground, more gentle slopes,
has higher average rainfall,poorer ALC
grades, and none of the dominantly freely
drained mineral soil areas that characterise
: the region. In relation to the core region,
the parish, although of similar mean alti-
tude, contains on average less ground of
steeper slopes, is of higher rainfall,of
poorer ALC grade and fewer freely drained
soils.
Land Class : The parish area and the grid square in which
it mainly falls has notably more ground of
gentle slope and is without the varied range
of dominant soils which characterisesthe
most closely associatedland class - Western
High Upland.
In general, the parish area has above average rainfall,
below average slope, and less soil diversity than charac-
terises the Western High Upland Land class, and in
regionalterms is wetter, with more peaty soils, and lower
agriculturalland class grading than typifies the Brecon
Mountains region or core region.
7 INTERIM REPORT SUMMARY
It is too soon to set out conclusionsfrom this work but
some provisionalpoints, rather than a comprehensive
summary can be made:
7.1
7.1.1 Physiographicand topographicland characteristicscan
usefully be extracted from the 1:25,0000.5. maps using
0.5 km x 0.5 km grid squares as the unit of recording.
Computer storage of these data, with statisticaland map
output programmes,provide efficientmeans of summarising
parish area characteristicsas a whole or in sectors, and
of displayingand comparingdistributionsof single or
simple compositeproperties.
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7.1.2 Land type classificationsproduced by IndicatorSpecies
Analysis from lists of attributepresence in grid squares,
edited from the quantitativedata sets, can be obtained
reasonablyquickly but their interpretationis time-con-
suming. Although such classificationsgive a broadly
interpretablepicture in conformitywith expectationthey
produce,with the data sets and the range of attributes
employed in this study, anomalies in the classificationof
individualgrid squares that create difficultiesin defin-
ing classes simply but comprehensively,either verbally or
statistically. Interpretabilityof such land classes for
their relationshipswith land-usehistory and with vege-
tation has not yet proved sufficientlymore informative
than using mapped distributionof selected characteristics
that it justifiesthe same intensiveinput of effort in
the remainingsix parish areas intended for study. How-
ever, such analyses of the total set of data would be use-
ful in clarifyingcontrasts in physical and settlement
patterns between the parish areas and in assessing
regional relationships,and should be carried out to a
limited extent.
7.2
7.2.1 Historicalevidence shows that a broad frameworkof the
present upland pattern had been created in prehistoric-
medieval times and consolidatedby the 17th century. Eco-
nomic, politicaland social influenceson the attitudes of
landownersand farmers to the uplands subsequentlypro-
duced, at differentperiods, differingregional and local
changes in the types and intensityof upland use. These
changes, in large measure, have been transient advances
and retreats around the laid-downbroad framework. Where
map evidence exists, simplifiedcomputer map output in a
•comparableformat to that used for physical land character-
istics provides a ready method of searching for and
identifyingcorrelations.
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7.2.2 No generalisationas to a single sequentialcourse of
history applies to all parish areas, as it has been shown
that the identifiablekey phases of upland exploitation
are representedin them to significantlydiffering
degrees. Recent history of the parish areas over the
hundred years or so to 1945, assessed from map sources,
shows in general that no major changes in the balance of
improvedland and moorland took place over this period,
though the vegetationwithin these broad categoriesmay
have respondedto differenttypes and intensityof manage-
ment. In most parish areas this essentiallystabilised
situationhas continuedpost-1945,Glascwm being the
parish where post-war change has been most marked in
extensionof farmland.
7.3
7.3.1 Major changes in national policy affecting for example,
tree crop productionor the attitude to food supply from
home sources, or in legislationaffecting common lands or
private land managementoptions, could have substantial
impact in the uplands but, without such changes, the
impressionis, in many areas, for a persistingsituation
of relativelyminor change from the present, and in some
cases long-established,balance of farmed land and moor-
land and mountain. Emphasis is likely to be on farm
managementmethods which increase returns from the already
improvedsectors.
7.3.2 In the main site vegetationclassifications,the initial
split between "moorland"and "farmland"classes is fairly
distinct,whether assessed from presence/absenceof plant
species or from their percentagecover. Within these
broad categoriessome sites are classifieddifferentlyif
the classificationis based on percentagecover of species
rather than a list of species presence. It is possible
that such deviant situationsmay reflect sites in the
process of change between classes. Data examination is in
hand to pursue this possibility. Consideringthe six-
parish spectrum of vegetationclasses,Heptonstall is
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distinctivein being notably species-poorand acidic,
whether on moorland,woodland or roadside verges. Other
parish areas are not so distinct from each other, except
in their verge vegetation.
7.3.3 Of habitats examined in the parish areas, roadside verges
show the clearest distinctionbetween parish areas, with
each having its own assemblageof species, reflecting
differencesin the type of field boundary (e.g. walls,
hedges, banks) and in climate and soil. In the case of
woodland and moorland vegetationsuch distinctionsbetween
parish areas are less marked, and, in the case of pasture
they are small reflectingthe over-ridinginfluenceof the
more intensivetypes of management. Although management
methods may be relativelyuniform, the economics of their
applicabilityare controlledby site factors so that the
physical range over which a particularintensityof use
occurs differs between study areas.
7.3.4 The woodlands are limited throughoutto acidic moist up-
land types of the natahl woodland range, and the very few
young trees recorded in four of the six parish areas are
an adverse feature for maintenanceof the small extent of
those woodlandswhich remain.
7.3.5 Existing semi-naturalvegetationis relatableto the follow-
ing main factors (not in order of importance): climate,
physiography,geology, soils, settlementhistory, recent
and current management. It is not possible to put simple
overall limits to a range of land conditionswithin which
a farmlandor moorland vegetationclass can be found
because of the complex interactionbetween these factors
across the country. In the confines of a parish, especially
where there are no major geological/soildiscontinuities,
simple physiographiccategoriescan correlatestrongly
with land-use patterns and hence with vegetation. Con-
trasts in these relationshipsbetween parish areas, due to
the interventionof other site factors, can help assess-
ment of local, regional and national impact of factors
affectingupland land and landscapes. There has not yet
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been a thorough investigationof the relationshipbetween
vegetationand land-usedistributionsand broadly classi-
fied national upland classes. The data obtained from
these parish area studies should increasethe opportunity
for such an investigation.
8 CONSIDERATIONSFOR DEVELOPMENTOF RESEARCH
8.1
8.1.1 The title and objectivesof this project include emphasis
on directionsand rates of vegetationchange under condi-
tions in which relativelygradual differencesin manage-
ment are imposed. On the other hand, areas were allocated
for study which, while they may contain situationsin
which change may be assessed from known conditions,will
only do so fortuitously,since there is no informationab
initio that they contain locationsfor which the required
informationexists. The parish area studies carried out
so far, and intended,in the existing contract, to be
carried out on the remainingsix areas, provide a series
of case studies that can give a sound basis for a broad
understandingof the present general situationof upland
vegetationand how this situationhas been arrived at
through natural physical controls,human history, and
recent and current possibilitiesand attitudesto use of
the upland land resource. They do not give a certain
basis for quantitativedeterminationof directionsand
rates of gradual vegetationtrends, under what have been
in any case inadequatelydefined concepts of which types
of managementover which periods of time are to be classed
as "gradual"changes.
8.1.2 One key issue therefore is that the contract target should
be defined more positively- what actually is the problem
as perceivedby the customer to which a solution is needed
or at least about which more informationis required? If
the target is a more quantitativelysupportedand more
comprehensiveunderstandingof the present situationof
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the major semi-naturaland cultivatedvegetationtypes in
the uplands of England and Wales than is already available
in generalterms, then the present approach is in outline
along the right lines and should be continued. If, however,
the customer'smain or only requirementis seen as a pre-
cise set of recipes for managing particularvegetationtypes
to retain them or achieve desired changes over known periods
of time this is unlikely to emerge from the present plan
since effort is being directed at the wider view and the
project is not sharply focused on this target. It is as
well to consider,however, whether such a target is really
justifiedin practicalterms. Managementto achieve a
desired vegetationchange must depend, in each specific case,
on local survey and analysis for a choice of methodology.
The most economic recipes for achieving change, and those
most likely to be applied,will generallybe ones which are
well understoodagricultural,grouse-moor,or forestry
managementmethods, involvingsubstantialperturbationof an
existing situation in order to achieve a desired objective
in a reasonableperiod.
8.2 Given a decision that improvedunderstandingof the nature
and distributionof the spectrum of upland vegetationtypes
in relation to land and land-use features is of use to the
customer,there are, in view of the study areas being those
selected for the Upland Landscape Study, good external
grounds for ITE to carry through a three-part land charac-
teristics- land-usehistory - vegetationrecordingand
classificationstudy, broadly along present lines, on the
remainingsix nominatedparish areas. From the internal
point of view, use of the other six parish areas provides a
wider cover of geographicregion, upland land type, and land-
use history in the range of sites at which vegetationwould
be studied. Analysis of the six-parishvegetationdata
suggests gaps in the range of classes represented,and the
greater geographicalrange of the twelve parishes should
fill most of these gaps. Generalisationabout paths of
change between vegetationclasses would emerge from such a
,study but not, unless additionallybuilt in to project plann-
ing, precise timetablesof recorded change under defined
conditions.
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8.3 If change-rates,and practicalmanagementrecipes to achieve
such rates, are the principalor only objectiveof the
customer,then it will be necessaryto realign effort and
to have a contract plan which involvesseeking sites of
known history, with assured control on management,on which
direct observationof the situationas it is and as it
develops can be made. It seems probable that much .informa-
tion on such sites will be known to experimentersand
advisers in the agricultural,especiallyhill-farming,
fields. Locations suitable for quantitativeobservationof
change paths and rates may emerge from detailed study of
site data from within the twelve parish areas, but most
suitable sites are likely to be found outside the parish
areas (e.g. on HFRO or other experimentalfarms, or in those
localitiesalready examined from land-use aspects by
Universityworkers in areas such as the Peak District and
Dartmoor). Mathematicalmodelling of change probabilities
may be possible on the basis of existing recorded sites or
those detected in the parish study areas. It would be
unrealisticto propose experimentalor monitoringsites for
study of change (item 7b of the "Programneof Work" in the
contract document)without a full review of possible loca-
tions and until a well-arguedcase can be made that experi-
mental studies are needed because existing knowledge of
trends is inadequate; that "gradual"(howeverdefined),
rather than sharp, perturbationsof upland vegetationare
quantitativelysufficientlyprobable and extensive to justify
study; and that somethingcould practicallybe done to
implementdesired upland vegetationpolicies in the light of
such knowledge. Recommendationsand action in this respect
will emerge thereforeat the end of, rather than during, the
contract.
8.4 The Wenagement handbooks"called for (item 7a of the
"Programmeof Work" in the contract document) can arise
naturally from the present contract if they are envisaged
as generalisedmanagement guidelinesbased on previous know-
ledge and the findingsof this study. More detailed guide-
lines in the form of precise practical recipes to achieve a
desired end in a particularsituationwould depend on agro-
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nomic and other land-managementexpertise,and would not
arise naturally from the present contract plan.
8.5 Summarisingthe above points for consideration:-
8.5.1 (a) Customer reconsiderationis requiredof what is seen
as the main "problem"that should provide the target
for investigation(8.1).
'Extensionof the present approach,with minor amend-
ments, to the remainingsix nominatedparish areas
can give a better knowledge of the nature and relation-
ships of present upland vegetationto land and land-
use characteristics. If this is an acceptableobjec-
tive to the customer then this aspect should form the
basis of a revised plan (8.2).
If quantitativeassessmentof rates of gradual change
in specific local situationsis the main target, the
aim will need tighter specificationand the plan
substantialredirection. Review, rather than experi-
mental, data on this aspect should be able to be pro-
vided as a supplementto the parish-basedstudy (8.3).
Handbooks on the relationshipbetween differentmain
vegetationtypes and managementmethods could emerge
from the present approach if general principlesand
explanationsof trends and pathways of change are
acceptableas their content.
8.5.2 An outline plan for research continuationand development,
1978-1980,has been prepared as a separate short document.
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Table 1. uantitativePh sio ra hic and To o ra hic Attributes
1 Physiography
Altitude Class (as areas, in 4% units)
1.1 <400 ft. 0.0. 1.4 1101-1400ft. 0.D.
1.2 401-800 ft. 0.0. 1.5 1401-2000ft. 0.D.
1.3 801-1100 ft. 0.0. 1.6 >2000 ft. 0.0.
AltitudeRange (as
1.7Lowest mapped
figures,
contour
in feet)
or spot height
1.8 Highest mapped contour or spot height
1.9 Altitude range between lowest and highest recorded heights
Slope Class (as areas, in 4% units)
land with slope between
land with slope between
land with slope betwsen
land with slope >22
Aspect (as areas, in 4% units)
1.10 Area of
1.11 Area of
1.12 Area of
1.13 Area of
0o and 5o
5 nand 11o
11' and 22'
1.14 Aspect generallynortherly (i.e. between NW and NE)
1.15 Aspect generallyeasterly (i.e. between NE and SE)
1.16 Aspect generallysoutherly (i.e. between SE and SW)
1.17 Aspect generallywesterly (i.e. between SW and NW)
Rivers and Streams (as a relativemeasure by number count, 0-25,
of the number of square sub-unitsof a 25
square grid intersectedby one or more rivers)
1.18 Relative density of "river"network ("rivers" defined as
watercoursesmapped with lined banks)
1.19 Relative density of "stream"network ("streams"defined
as unboundedsingle blue lines)
Water Bodies
1.20 Area occupied by water body (reservoiror lake)
(as areas, in 4% units)
2 Topography
SettlementDensity (as a number count)
2.1 Number of urban areas (solid grey-blockedbuilt-overareas)
2.2 Number of individualmapped buildings (other than in
urban areas)
Road and Footpath Density (as a relative measure by number count,
see "Riversand Streams", 1.17-18)
2.3 Principal roads (any road with solid or dashed colour overlay)
2.4 Other roads or tracks (any double-lined(solid or dashed
boundaries)uncolouredroad)
2.5 Footpaths
Field Boundaries (as a relativemeasure by number count, see
"Riversand Streams", 1.17-18)
2.6 Field boundaries
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Table 3. Climatic Factors - Summar of Trends in Parish Areas
Rainfall
Alternatives 

Parish Data frog Rainfall haps
friar atter
G.—Aff Overall assessment
8
Geographic Region data fro'
National Gael rata BBL0WS
Agroclinatle Area data
88
Days with Haan Rain15-30-41---BT
W88
Winter Rain DewsB
TesperattreWaiterColder
Alternatives
DrierWetter
B-10--18-011-11.-48
Jamey hew Tewerature G Overall assessment
Julg Man Taperstwe W3-8.1 —33
Wailer Colder
MB—40 T 4B.4R.38
Winter Cold wa --.AO --62
Daily Average
Lighter, Shorter mitt*, Lopr
Sncmfall are goalie at
artificial C200 ft. level WS 8
Grains Seasen Langer
Grazing Season
g renal msessment
Better Poorer
W--80 —487
17 W3-40
—ta —18
Higher law
es--sa—w
7 B
Effective vrans intim
(related to solar energy input
aver the graying season)
Icultural s eat On Higher Categorysr Categtry
Bransdale • sShaP Rural and Ship • 8
Heptonstall • IIGiant• 0
8stredgmlais Higher and clawing
Wideceebe in the moor and Dockland In the Moor WS
Table 4. List of Ph sio ra hic and To o ra hic Attributesused
for Land Classificationb ISA
ISA
Attribute
Number
	
I Land <800 ft. occupies 4-24% of square
	
2 Land <800 ft. occupies 28-48% of square
	
3 Land <800 ft. occupies "52% of square
	
4 Land between 800 and 1400 ft. occupies 4-24% of square
	
5 Land between 800 and 1400 ft. occupies 28-48% of square
	
6 Land between 800 and 1400 ft. occupies "52% of square
	
7 Land above 1400 ft. is present in square
	
8 Land above 2000 ft. is present in square
	
9 Altitude range <100 ft.
	
10 Altitude range 100-300 ft.
	
11 Altitude range >300 ft.
12 Slope Class
13 Slope Class
14 Slope Class
15 Slope Class
16 Slope Class
17 Slope Class
0-5, occupies 4-24% of square
0-5; occupies 28-48% of square
0-5 occupies "52% of square
5-11_ occupies 4-24% of square
5-11; occupies 28-48% of square
5-11 occupies "52% of square
18Slope Class 11-22: occupies
19Slope Class 11-220 occupies
20Slope Class 11-22 occupies
21Slope Class >22: occupies
22Slope Class >220 occupies
23Slope Class >22 occupies
4-24% of square
28-48% of square
"52% of square
4-24% of square
28-48% of square
152% of square
24 Aspect northerly in 4-48% of square
25 Aspect northerly in a52% of square
26 Aspect easterly in 4-48% of square
27 Aspect easterly in 152% of square
28 Aspect southerly in 4-48% of square
29 Aspect southerly in 152% of square
30 Aspect westerly in 4-48% of square
31 Aspect westerly in 152% of square
32 River and stream density score 1-5
33 River and stream density score 6-15
34 River and stream density score >15
Table 4. (continUed)
ISA
Attribute
Number
35 Ridge crest the dominant landform feature
36 Hill slopes the dominant landform feature
37 Valley floor the dominant landform feature
(These subjectivelyassessed landform classes were
included in one set of ISA analyses and omitted in
another set1 144.1...1krLeh%Asst.desualKA Kh mlne)
38 Urban area present
39 Individualbuildings absent
40 1-4 individualmapped buildings
41 5-9 individualmapped buildings
42 '10 individualmapped buildings
43
44
45 No roads mapped in square
46 Principal roads present, density score 1-4
47 Principal roads present, density score $5
48 Other roads present, density score 1-449 Other roads present, density score "5
50 No footpathsmapped in square
51 Footpathspresent, density score 1-4
52 Footpathspresent, density score
53 No field boundariesmapped in square
54
55 Field boundariespresent, density score 1-756 Field boundariespresent, density score 8-15
57 Field boundariespresent, density score 16-25
58 Water bodies occupy >50% of square
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Table 7.
Project 522List'of species codes
	
143 Acerpseudoplatanus
	
1Achillea millefolium
	
2 Achilleaptarmica
	
5 Agropyronrepens
	
3 Agrostiscanina/stoZonifera
	
4 Agrostisetacea
	
6 Agrostistenuis
for main
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
lots
Epilobiumpa/ustre
Eouisetumarvense
Ericacinerea
Ericatetralix
Eriophorumangustifblium
Eriophorumvaginatum
Euphrasiaspp.
147 Airapraecox


50 Festucaovina
152 Aiugareptans


51 Festucarubra
153 'anusgiutinosa


52 FilipendUlaulmaria
154 Alopellcurusgeniculatus


164 FrazinusexceZsior
7 flops/imamspratensis


53


Galiumaparins
155 Anemonenemorosa


165 Galiumpalustre
Anthoxanthumodoratum8


54 Galiumsazatile
9 Arrhenatherumelatius


166 GaZiumverum
156 Athyriumfilix-femina


167 Geraniumdissectum
1• Bellisperennis


168 Geraniumolls
157 BetonicaofficinaZis


55 Geraniumrobertianum
11 Betulaspp.


169 Glyceriafluitans
12 Blschnumspicant


56 Heracleumsphondylium
13 Brizamedia


57 Hieraciumpilosella
14 Brom= mollis


58. Holcuslanatus
15


59 Hacus molZisCallunavulgaris
16 Campanularotundifolia


170 HypericumhumifUsum
158 CaoselZabursa-pastoris


171 Hypericumpulchrum
17 Cardamineftexuosa


172 Hydrocotylevulgaris
159
18
Cardaminehirsuta
let
173
60
Ilexaouiolium
Juncusartsculatusmoniara.Cardaminepratensis
Is Carexbinervis


174 June= bufbnius
160


61 JuncusbulbosusCarexderissa
20 Carexechinata


62 Juncusconglomeratus
21 Carexnigra


63 JuncvseffUsus
22 Carexpanicea


64 Juncyssquarrosus
23 Carer.piluZifera


175 Lapeanacommynis
24 Centaureanigra


65 Lathyrusmontana
25 Cerastiumvulgatum


66 Lathyruspratensis
26 Chenopodiumalbum


67 Leontodonspp.
27 Chrysanthemumleucanthemum


176 Linumcatharticum
28 Cirsiumarvense


68 Loliummu/tit-Latium
29 Cirsiumpalustre


69 LoZiumperenne
30 Cirsiumvulgare


70 Lotuscorniculatus
31 Conopodiumajus


177 Lotusuliginosup
161 Corylueavellana


71


Luzulacampestre/Multiflora
32 Crataegusmonogyna


178 Luzulapilbea
33 Cynosuruscristatus


179 Lychnisfios-cucuti
34 Dactylisglbmerata


180 Lysimachianemorum
35 Descharpaiacaespitosa


72 Matricariamatricoides
36 Deschampsiaflexuosa


73 Mainia caerulea
37 Digitalispurpurea


74 Nardusstricta
162 Droserarotundifolia


75 Nartheciumoseifragum
38 Dryopteriefilix-mas


78 Oxalisacetosella
39 Dryopterisdilatata


77 Pedicularissp.
40 Empetrumnigrum


78 Phl.eumpratense
41 E0ilobiumangustifolium


181 Finguiculavulgaris
42 Epilobiumontanum


79 PlantagoZanceolata
163 Epilobiumobscurum/tetragonum


SO Plantagomajor
Table 7.


81 Poaannua 124 Vacciniumvitis-idaea
82 Poapratensis 125 Veronicacharaedrys
83 Poatrivialis 126 Veronicaofficinalis
84 Polygatasp. 127 Veronicaserpyltifblia
182 Polygonumarenastrum 129 Viciacracca
85 Polygonumaviculare 129 Viciasepium
86 Polygonumpersicaria 130. Violapalustris
183 Polypodiumvutgare 131 Violariviniana
87 Potentittanserina 132 Acrocladiumcusipdatlan
88 Potentillaerecta 198 Atrichumundukatum
184 Potent:Mareptans 133 Cladoniarbluscuta/impexa
185 PotentilLa sterilis 134 Cladoniapyxidata
89 Prunettavulgaris 135 Dicranella
186 Prunusspinosa 136 Dicranumspp.
90


137 EurhynchiumpraelongumPteridiumaquilinum
91 Ranunculuswrier 138 Hytocomiumsplendens
HypnumcupressifOrme92


139Ranunculusflammula
93 Ranunculusrepens 140 turn hornum
94 Rhinanthusminor 141 Mhium undulatum
187 Rosaspp. 142 Pelliasp.
95 Rubuscharaemorus 144 PlagiotheciumnduLatum
96 Rubusfruticosus 145 Pleuroziumschreberi
97 &bus idaeus 146 Polytrichumspp.


98 RUmexacetosa 148 Pseudoscleropodiump rum
99 RumexacetoselLa 149 Rhytidiadelphussquarrosus
100 Rumexconglomeratus 150


Sphagnumspp.
106 151 ThuidiumtarariscinumRUmex crispus
102 RumexobtusifoZius


106 RUmex sanguineus


103 Saginaprocumbens


104 Sarothamnusscoparius


105 Sedumacre


106 Sedumanglicum


189 Senecioaquaticus


107 Seneciojacobaea


190 SeneciosyZvaticua


191



Seneciovulgaris
108 Sesteriacaerulea


109 Sieglingiadecumbens


192 SiZenedioica


110



Sorbusaucuparia
111



Stetlarialsine
193



Stellariagraminea
194



Stellariaholostea
112 Stellariamedia


113 Succisapratensia


114 Taraxacumsp.


115 Teuertiumscorodonium


195 Thelypterisoreopteris


116 Thymusdrucei


117 Trichophorumcaespitosum


196 Trifbliumdubium


118 Trifbliumpratense


119 Trifbliumrepens


197 Trisetumflavescens


120 Ulexeuropaeus/gallii


121 Urticadioica


122 Vacciniumyrtillus


123 Vacciniumoxycoccus


Tads I. Idicator Spada. Analysts of prosailabsend of plant species at 118 field, and moorland sample plots at Saap
esIDER PASTORS' I
8 Dose/amps= esampl.toss, No&
anhila sallied/um, &della
nslais, Plantago major, Cirdun


BEST PASTIMES" MODS.


22Latium flans


Ddloala dada=


?ARMAND"


&atoll.= prstanse, Raz oonglom.
bat odusifoltus, Tama= sp.
Casuras ardaus _-3


Trifollum rant


Achille& millatollan


'MLLE PASTITLE'3
Plat:ago lane/salad, Nall=
perannia, Corasta =lot= "ROME PASSIBLE" 9 - None


20Potent/11a enota, Narlus strict',
=adz/thus odatum, Garai=
=laza, =am duals,I.-


Poadrionum sp., Tau= odd
Cam panto=



Us • 0
sates -
"CID MORIARte
26 Caium =lustre, =gra= sP..
Hasa& dim',71ola =lards,
rRaoul= adds, Tritallua
rang, Raz data,
Jaw artalatus, Ranurculus
awns
L:=0:12aqua:nova, *wpm=
ap., Daschatpata flexua,
Salauna naa:axas
ISM WORLAND'
IJ1 ado& bald
11
"3008.6 PASTORS• FLUSHES' ir
--Juno= arttouldus, Ranunculus
flaummala, Slags= ap., Cara
ddissa, SUCCISS4 prdonsia,
Addllsa pasacia, Cara binerria,
Viols pslustrd, CAllust pslustrs,
Cads nig=
'SM:SP MOP= ame/mmakumray 3-
9 Clacton= utammUlissa, Craganala
eardifblia, Ptadlium
Suphxdia sp., Pdala sp., Carex
=ad, Olrada ward, Patsgo
lanais=
WIER u‘kr.-n•000M 7
28r Card
Card adds
•
numss = 1902' 1.
17 iblatlIWYbal ads, Sallaria nets
-5
SATES =Or 6'
Eased= ainado, Narthocium
ossifrazum. EmPstrus
Trianophorum despitosum,
Erlophorum anguaticolium,
Vamisaum oxacous, Corns •thinau,
Sphagnum ap.
Class names are Interpretive, based on species charactWtstIas and general site character;
numbers are as used In other tables and maps,
24.
Table 9  . Dominant " oint" land characteristicsat recorded
sites in relationto a ve etation classification
Parish Area: Shap Rural and Shap
VegetationClassificationISA: In-parish,species presence/
absence (see Table 8.)
Class Most frequentpoint characteristicsof
vegetationsites in class
	
1 Moderate altitude, gentle slope, near roads,
Older pasture moderatelynear houses, inside field bound-

aries, mineral soils of high to very high pH
	
2 Low and moderate altitude, gentle and moderate
Leys	 slopes, near roads and houses, inside field
boundaries,mineral soils of high pH
	
3 Moderate altitude, gentle and moderate slopes,
Rough pasture near roads, moderatelynear and distant from
houses, mainly inside field boundaries,
mineral soils of high pH
	
4 Varied, mainly moderate altitude, gentle
Rushy pasture slopes, especiallyoutside field boundaries,
and flushes mineral-organicsoils of moderate to high pH
	
5 Moderate and high altitude range, moderate to
Steep sloping very steep slopes, away from roads and houses,
moorland edge outside fields, mineral-organicsoils, very
acid to acid pH
	
6 High altitude,moderate to steep slopes, away
Flatter mixed from roads and houses, outside fields, mineral
	
moor organic soils of acid to moderate pH
	
7 Moderate and high altitude, gentle to moderate
Lower heathy slopes, especiallyaway from houses, outside
moor fields, especiallyorganic soils of very acid
to acid (occasionalmoderate) pH
	
8 High altitude,moderate slopes, especially
Upper heathy north and east aspect, away from roads and
moor houses and outside fields, organic soils of
very acid to acid pH
Table 10. Land characteristicsat sam lin oints in each
arish area of ve etation classifiedin a sin le
class on a six- arish anal sis
VegetationClassificationISA: Six-parish,species presence/absence
Class - 7 "Rushy Moors"
Parish
Bransdale
Shap Rural and
Shap
Heptonstall
Glascwm
Dominant characteristicsof sites at which
class occurs in parish
400-1100 ft., general slopes mainly moderate
and steep; aspect mainly west; near or
moderatelynear road; random with respect
to houses; inside fields; varied slope at
quadrat; soils clayey and peaty, moderate
to deep, very acid to acid pH
800-2000 ft.; varied general slopes;
varied aspects,mainly northerly; random
with respect to roads; mainly distant from
houses; outside fields; varied slope at
quadrat; soils clayey and peaty, varied
depth, very acid to moderate pH
800-1400 ft.; gentle and moderate general
slopes; varied aspects; near roads, ran-
dom with respect to houses; mainly inside
fields; gentle slopes at quadrat; soils of
varied texture, moderate depth, varied pH
800-1400 ft.; moderate and steep general
slopes; north and east aspects; varied
with respect to roads, houses and fields;
varied slope at quadrat; soils of varied
texture, deep, acid pH
Ystradgynlais 400-2000 ft. (especially400-1100 ft.);
Higher and gentle and moderate general slopes; varied
Glyntawe aspects; random with respect to roads,
houses and field boundaries; varied quadrat
slope but mainly gentle; soils of varied
texture, moderate depth, moderate to high pH
Widecombe-in-the- 400-800 ft.; steep general slopes; south-
Moor and Buckland- erly aspects; near roads; moderatelynear
in-the-Moor houses; outside field boundaries,gentle
quadrat slope; soils of loamy and clayey
texture; deep, moderate pH
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Table 82IS Coro sive lend characteristics far parish area* 1COlos2 10 s s. u land re ion end
u land land class -
NorthernPlanUpland(Class 8): Described fir dominant range of characteristics as - moderately high altitude,
immerate relief, gentle slopes, moderate rainfall, Puy Meg, Clay, Brown
Earth and Postal soils, rough grazing aro improved grass land use, In MC
classes 4 and 5, macerate settlement density.
Altitude
Natural
Envirtmental
Oolong class
characteristics
8
Marta fork Moors
(Region 7)
characteristics
RegionCcre Region*
10 z 10 km grid
squars
characuristics
83 (86) 2! (102)
Parish area
chsracteristics


62 30 57 64 52 69
)4400 ft. % 14 0 0 0 0 3
>,20:0 ft. % 1 0 0 0 0 0
211:251i
0-11° % 72 73 57 70 50 85
12-22o % 27 27 43 30 50 14


1 0 0 0 0 1
Rainfall (110




(30 0 0 19 o 0 0 0) Pariahannual
30-40 0 760-1014 ms 23 72 73 60 64 65) mean,
40•600 icns-isz4 na 58 9 27 40 36 35) alternative
60-90 0 1525.2284cm 19 0 0 0 0 0) assessments 32-38° Pa
6.62.—Eat




2 o 1 o o o 0
3 8 27 4 4 8 0
4 26 18 17 16 12 15
3 54 39 72 72 72 75
[Man 3 3 0 0 0 0
Mr WM
moping units
9 12 7 8 8 10
Err earths 17 9 0 0 0 0
cagysoils 25 47 40 50 50 25
Breen Podzolic 5olls 1 0 0 0 0 0
halals arid Peaty Podzols 17 0 0 0 0 0
hawClays 29 44 80 50 50 75
Peat 11 0 0 0 0 0
•The tintccre region contains only tires 10 z 10 km grid squares, of 'filch 83 and 98 are tom.
Taiga 12b* 2t,et r t -s or1^hr 100Id eV II re Ion
u land land class - T... nal 14CHI 4DG DC
Mainly in WesternHIMUplandclasa (class 6): Dasmibes fro: dminant range of characteristics as - high
altitude, strong relief, steep slopes, high raInfal, Brom Earth, Poona, Peaty Clay and peat soils, Improved
Cass and rough grazing lana use, In ALL class 5, lam settlement density.
marginally In montaneinland class (class 5): Described from dominant range of characteristics as - serf
high altitude, vary strong relief, very steep slopes, vary high rainfall, Prowl, WomenEarth am Peaty Gin'
rdtaill Casing and ImProveo wass, In mc class 5, Its settlement density.


natural
Environmental
Mal class
characteristics
65
Brecon Maintains
(Region 17)
characteristics
Regionca.* Region*
10 I 10 km rid
square
characteristics
332 (340) ,&L (352)
(Clan, 5) (Class 6)
Pariah arcs
characteristics
Altitude





3 Goars. % 73 76 57 77 as 88 84


27 31. 16 24 20 32 32
>2033 ft, %
am
3 9 3 4 8 4 3
0110 % 26 14 37 38 40 40 86
124re %0 63 54 55 55 60 60 11


11 32 a 7 0 0 3
Maga





30403. 1 1 II3 2 o o o
40-60, 18 30 49 54 24 0 0
60108 74 41 31 41 64 96 90
90-125• 7 22 2 3 12 4 10
>1250
scleC. grade
0 6 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 11 3 0 0 0
4 21 18 37 29 28 a to
5 61 49 35 49 R 88 85
wean I 1 2 2 0 0 5
Other uses
awn s 1 n
mining unIta
16
57
11
27
13
62
17
50
20
30
4
0
0
0from Earths
Gley Soils 4 4 9 6 0 0 0
Mom Ponolic Soils 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PoStola ma Peaty Mazola a 45 0 0 0 0 0
Pea Glen 17 16 29 Rh 73 103 100
Peat 14 a o o o o o
More region contains sixteen 10 1 10 lcmgrid squares
Location of Study Parishes -1977 -78
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APPENDIX 3
ClimaticData for Stud Parishes 1977-1978
The attached tables summariseavailableclimatic data. It must
be rememberedthat the national or regional distributionsfrom
which most of these data are derived are based on extrapolated
values, generalisedto sea-level,to "low altitude",or to a mean
height for the region. They are thus an indicationof the
characterof the climate in the parishes rather than precise
measures of climaticvariables for these locations. Within each
parish there is of course a lesser or greater variation in cli-
mate, dependenton the size of the parishes and on aspect and
altitude differenceswithin them. The data and the relative
climatic status tables are thus to be taken as a broad assessment
of overall parish climatic character.
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